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INLucE TuA 
In Thy Light 
Talking with Emerging Adults 
II P OLITICS AIN'T BEANBAG:' 
It's an old saying, over a hundred years 
old actually. When we complain about poli-
tics today, it is worth remembering that it never 
has been a particularly genteel affair. But politics 
still ain't beanbag. I've always been a political 
junkie. I used to track election polls like my friends 
followed box scores, but I don't enjoy following 
political news anymore. Most of the reporting is 
too shallow, too nasty, and-often-too inaccu-
rate to be worth the effort. I've tried to watch some 
of the recent Republican Presidential debates but 
never lasted more than five minutes before chang-
ing the channel. 
As a political science professor, I spend a lot of 
time around young political junkies. Unfortunately, 
although I love my job, listening to my students dis-
cuss politics often is not much better than enduring 
what passes for debate on FOXNews or MSNBC. 
Sometimes they talk past each other without lis-
tening. Disagreements devolve into insults. The 
other side is always out to destroy America or take 
away all of our freedoms or destroy our families or 
exploit the poor. Recently, one student had trouble 
making the numbers add up the way he wanted 
them to for a federal budget balancing exercise 
that I had assigned. His solution? He posted on our 
online bulletin board that the exercise was a "waste 
of time" because it was "totally liberally biased:' 
Part of what is going on here is that these stu-
dents are imitating the style of debate they see on 
the news channels. Part of it is probably bad habits 
they've picked up in the raucous, unfiltered back 
and forth of websites like Facebook and Reddit. But 
something deeper is likely at work here as well, and 
a recent book might help us understand what that 
is. In Souls in Transition (Oxford University Press, 
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2009; winner of the 2011 Lilly Fellows Program 
Book Award), University of Notre Dame soci-
ologist Christian Smith with collaborator Patricia 
Snell examine: "The Religious and Spiritual Lives 
of Emerging Adults:' Their book, based on years of 
survey data and hundreds of in-depth interviews 
with young Americans in their late teens and early 
twenties, presents revealing and disturbing findings. 
The period known as emerging adulthood is a time 
when life changes rapidly and young people strug-
gle to find their place in the world. Complicating 
this transition, emerging adults today face a world 
that offers them historically unparalleled freedom, 
a culture of astonishing diversity, access to an over-
whelming amount of information, and a job market 
that demands absolute flexibility. 
In thi~ environment, many emerging adults 
find it difficult to connect with stable communities, 
or find reliable sources of structure and authority 
in their lives. This lack of rootedness in the physi-
cal and social worlds effects how they perceive the 
moral universe. When so little in life seems stable, 
emerging adults have little to fall back on except 
their own subjective experiences. Everything is 
personal, and they believe that whatever you think 
is right must be right. The authors find that most 
emerging adults " ... are doubtful that an identifi-
able, objective, shared reality might exist across 
and around all people that can serve as a reliable 
reference point for deliberation and argument" 
(61). They cannot " ... believe in-or sometimes even 
conceive of-a given, objective truth, fact, reality, 
or nature of the world that is independent of their 
subjective self-experience and that in relation to 
which they and others might learn or be persuaded 
to change" (61) . In the interviews, Smith and Snell 
found that most emerging adults were uninterested 
or even incapable of discussing or thinking about 
moral issues. They simply lacked the vocabulary for 
those conversations and, when you live in a world 
where" ... anything truly objectively shared or com-
mon or real seems impossible to access;' there is not 
much motivation to develop one. 
If this is the moral universe our students live 
in, then we shouldn't be surprised by how they talk 
about politics. Honest, thoughtful discussion is 
pointless when you don't believe there is any com-
mon place to begin the discourse or shared standard 
with which to evaluate truth claims. In this context, 
a willingness to compromise can only be an admis-
sion of failure. Politics is rendered nothing more 
than a zero-sum game, a sort of high-stakes power 
play between diametrically opposed forces with no 
shared objectives or rules. 
This sheds light on what has been going on in 
the Republican Presidential campaign lately. For 
me, the strangest thing about an already strange 
primary season has been how many of the young, 
politically-engaged Republicans I know support1 
Ron Paul and Newt Gingrich, two candidates who 
are not political newcomers, not young, and not-I 
think it safe to say-particularly hip. What they 
are is uncompromising and strident. They make 
their cases without worrying about whether they 
will convince anyone, and they would rather take 
their party down with them in defeat rather than 
concede a single jot or tittle. In short, they are the 
perfect candidates for the groundless moral uni-
verse that many emerging adults live in. 
That is a bleak picture of the state of our politics 
and our culture in general. And, if these emerging 
adults fail to develop a functional moral vocabulary 
as they move further into adulthood and become 
leaders in society, things will only get worse. Even 
so, the study leaves us with a glimmer of hope. We 
must remember that emerging adults are, after 
all, still emerging. Their lives, like our culture, are 
in flux. Smith and Snell see emerging adults as in 
desperate need of guidance. "Emerging adults;' 
they write, "are determined to be free. But they 
do not know what is worth doing with their free-
dom" (294). They note that some are more likely 
to have strong faith lives than others. Those who 
connect with stable religious communities and 
begin to participate in regular and meaningful 
religious practices are usually those who have had 
good role models, people who helped them make 
good choices about the role of religion in their lives. 
Usually these role models are their parents, but in 
some cases they were non-parental adults, perhaps 
members of religious communities who reached 
out to them with offers of support or help (285). 
On the final page, the authors write, " .. .if any-
one in the future is ever to know what is really good, 
right, and true, the challenges of the crises ofknowl-
edge and value that beset American culture today ... 
must be addressed" (299). If our society wants to 
pass on its moral framework to the next generation, 
we must recognize the extent to which our young 
people are disoriented. And if I, as a teacher, want 
my students to engage in more thoughtful and con-
structive political discussions, then it is my task 
to help them see how this is possible. It is not the 
teacher's proper role to tell his or her students how 
to live, but teaching does involve a kind of charac-
ter formation. As Mark Schwehn wrote in Exiles 
from Eden (1993), "Academies are places of learn-
ing. Students and faculty come together, because 
they seek knowledge and understanding" (33). To 
Emerging adults are, after a 1, 
still emerging. Their lives, like 
our culture, are in flux. 
come to a place of higher learning is to join a com-
munity dedicated to seeking the truth together, and 
good citizenship within this community requires 
practicing the virtues that sustain it. Among these 
virtues are charity, patience, courage, and integrity. 
Institutions of higher learning must help our young 
people to develop the charity to recognize what 
they do share with others, the courage to perceive 
a reality beyond themselves, and the patience and 
integrity to learn how to engage in frank but honest 
conversations. Although in the academy we think 
of these as intellectual virtues, they also are neces-
sary to the whole oflife. 
Today's emerging adults are trying to find 
themselves in the midst of all this change, and 
tomorrow they will be the ones driving the change. 
We must help them find ways to live meaningful 
lives structured by genuine moral commitments, to 
become engaged members of communities ofbelief 
and practice. This is the task that faces parents, pas-
tors, and also educators, the role we must play in 
sustaining a culture capable of knowing the good, 
right, and true. 1 
-!PO 
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The Banana in the Mailbox 
Gary Fincke 
1 
THREE DAYS BEFORE MY FIRST YEAR OF graduate school began, my father helped me lug two suitcases and a few boxes up the 
stairs to the room I'd rented in a house owned and 
refurbished by a psychology professor. A month 
earlier, when I'd signed the lease, I'd been relieved 
to find a room that came with a kitchen to share, 
but with my father standing in the room, it began 
to shrink. 
The room had been small and shabby, and now 
it was tiny and miserable. My father opened the 
single window that looked out over the back yard. 
Below it and to the right was a small roof over the 
entrance to the back door. "This is your way out of 
here if the house catches fire;' he said. "You won't 
have much time. This place is a tinderbox:' 
I concentrated on hanging my half dozen 
oxford shirts in the small closet, but he wasn't 
finished. "How many boys you say will be living 
here? Seven? That's a lot of boys to rely on not 
being stupid:' 
Before he left, I told my father everyone in the 
house was a senior or, like me, a graduate student. 
He nodded as if twenty-one-and-over made no 
difference in the odds on a house fire. 
2 
Al, one of the seniors who lived downstairs, 
spotted me in the IGA Market later that week. 
When he approached me, smiling, I was happy he 
found me a guy he liked. Al pointed to the two 
checkout lanes in the small store. "Make sure you 
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get your Cleveland Indians game card when you 
pay;' he said. "It could be worth something:' 
He walked back to the house with me, and 
I handed him my game card. When he peeled 
it, there was the face of 3B Max Alvis. "Another 
Alvis;' Al said. "I already have six of him and four 
of this one;' showing me C Duke Sims. 
We were closer to Cincinnati than Cleveland, 
but the promotion was more about luck than root-
ing interest. Back at the house, Al showed me the 
six players he had multiple cards for and explained 
the game. He would win $5,000 in the "Cleveland 
Indians Lineup Game" if he completed the infield. 
A complete outfield would earn him $100; a full 
battery of pitcher and catcher won instant small 
cash. 
"The season's almost over. The Indians suck 
like they always do, but if you want to help me win 
this, I'll cut you in for half' 
All he needed was a first baseman or a cen-
ter fielder or a pitcher. If I distracted the checkout 
woman, he'd steal a stack of game pieces from 
under the other checkout lane counter. "They're 
always sitting there;' he said. "There's never women 
in both lanes at the same time in the afternoon:' 
We ran the routine three times, maybe 150 
game pieces in less than a week before Al decided 
somebody must have noticed. "It's like three years-
worth of trips to the grocery store;' Al said. "It's 
like we've gone to the IGA three times a day every 
day since the contest began:' 
After we opened the first twenty game pieces, 
I could see this was hopeless. We found four 
more of Max Alvis and five more of Duke Sims. 
We found doubles of SS Larry Brown and 2B 
Pedro Gonzales. In fact, every one of the first one 
hundred we opened matched the six players Al 
already had. We needed 1B Tony Horton, CF Vic 
Davalillo, or P Sam McDowell, but they weren't 
anywhere in that stack of 150 game pieces. 
"Not even instant cash;' Al said. "Not even ten 
lousy dollars:' 
But he had forty-six of Duke Sims and thirty-
nine of Max Alvis. "It's fixed;' Al said. 
"You bet it is;' I said right away. 
"I hate the damn Indians;' Al said. 
3 
A month into the semester, Professor Agnew, 
the chair of the department, called me into his 
office. He taught the development of the English 
novel, Tuesday evenings from 6:30 to 9:30, and I'd 
written my first seminar paper on social climb-
ing in Samuel Richardson's Pamela. "Mr. Fincke;' 
Professor Agnew said, "what you've produced 
here is an example of literary shibboleth:' 
He paused, but I couldn't even muster an "oh'' 
of surprise. All I had to go on was the tone of his 
voice. I wasn't about to admit I'd never heard the 
word "shibboleth'' before, and he wasn't explaining. 
Incredibly, Professor Agnew had a copy of all 
eleven books I'd cited piled upon his desk. He lifted 
four, bindings facing away from me, pushed them 
to his left and said, "You need to distinguish which 
scholars are valued and which are unreliable:' He 
didn't give any clues as to how this was to be accom-
plished, and he didn't reveal which books had 
become the goats in his re-enactment of Revelation. 
He handed me my paper, which was so thick 
with marginal notes on the first page I began to 
feel like throwing up. "Learn from this;' he said 
and began to busy himself with some sort of 
recordkeeping that signaled I was to get out. 
When I left I hoped another student would be 
waiting, that Professor Agnew was right that sec-
ond producing another stack of books researched 
carelessly. But the hall was empty. If someone else 
was guilty ofliterary shibboleth, he had spaced the 
interviews widely. 
I had a C+. I'd never received a grade lower 
than A- for anything I'd written. That success was 
why I was an English major in a Masters degree 
program, that and Vietnam, which was waiting 
for me if I didn't stay in school and keep my stu-
dent deferment. Two Cs or one D and you were 
dismissed. I'd learned that from a second-year 
student after an early class. When I asked if that 
actually happened, his answer was "frequentlY:' 
The week before I'd asked him why he wore a coat 
and tie to class, and he'd told me he taught a com-
position class for his assistantship, an arrangement 
that I'd somehow never heard of because I hadn't 
sought help from professors when I'd applied only 
to three schools, the same procedure I'd used to 
apply to college when I was in high school. 
I looked up shibboleth in the thick, unabridged 
dictionary on display in one of the seminar rooms. 
There were plenty of entries: 
A word or saying used by adherents of a 
particular belief or sect usually regarded 
by others as empty of real meaning; a 
widely held belief; a truism or platitude; a 
custom or usage regarded as distinguish-
ing one group from another. From Judges 
12:6 as a test for distinguishing Gileadites 
from Ephraimites. 
It looked as if my sin was not recognizing that 
what I thought were my ideas had already been 
recorded often in books and articles, so often that 
they'd become hackneyed. 
For years, stretching all the way back to ele-
mentary school, I'd written perfectly punctuated, 
grammatical sentences based on borrowed ideas: 
In fact, I'd begun by simply copying from the ency-
clopedia for my fourth-grade report on Chicago, 
and later, in junior high school, term papers on 
volcanoes and alcohol that I'd at least borrowed 
from three or four books, abandoning the ency-
clopedia my mother had bought over a period of 
a full year, volume by volume discounted by the 
grocery store as a way to induce customers to 
spend a bit more to reach the minimum purchase 
for the discount on their receipt. 
4 
All of us had girlfriends who lived somewhere 
else. Beginning around 2:00, whoever was home 
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began looking for the mail, which, for a month, 
arrived around 2:30 every day. When, for two days 
in a row, it arrived at 4:45, Ken, one of the seniors, 
confronted the mailman. "You used to bring the 
mail before three and now it's almost five. Why are 
we your last stop now?" 
"We're sorry for your inconvenience;' the 
mailman said and turned away. 
"We know why you're late. We know where 
you live:' 
"Then they took him, and slew him 
at the passages of Jordan: and there 
fell at that time of the Ephraimites 
forty and two thousand:' 
Judges 12:6 
I was struck by the mailman's unbroken stride 
and the collective pronoun Ken was using. A half 
block from where we were standing, the houses 
were almost entirely occupied by black families. 
The small black neighborhood of this college town 
began less than a hundred yards away. 
5 
My parents had insisted I bring a Bible with 
me, and one night in October, with my second 
paper soon due in English Novel, I lifted it out 
of the cardboard box where it lay under sweaters 
in makeshift storage. I turned to Judges, chapter 
12, to see what the source of shibboleth was all 
about. There it was, in three verses. The Gilead 
army, victorious, guarded the Jordan River to 
catch any fugitive Ephraimites that were trying 
to return home. According to the story, the men 
from the opposing armies looked so much the 
same that the Gileadites devised a way to identify 
who wasn't one of them: they asked the man to 
say Shibboleth. 
The men from Ephraim had no sound for 
"sh;' and they would answer Sibboleth. The conse-
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quence? "Then they took him, and slew him at the 
passages of Jordan: and there fell at that time of 
the Ephraimites forty and two thousand:' 
Some test, I thought. I was glad that I hadn't 
even repeated the word in front of Professor 
Agnew, let alone attempted to argue for a higher 
grade. 
6 
The guy across the hall lived in the other 
single room, but his was nearly 50 percent larger. 
He was about to complete a thesis for a masters 
in psychology, and he offered to give me a test for 
depression-unofficial, of course, he said, just to 
give you a feel for what I did for my thesis. 
I was depressed, all right, guilty of shibboleth, 
and three hundred miles from home with no car 
and a ten-dollars-a-week budget for food that led 
me to stuff myself with mac and cheese, baked 
beans, and ground meat. My luxury was orange 
juice, which I drank with every meal, hoping the 
vitamin C would keep me healthy. 
Mildly depressed, Lando, the bulky, blond 
Swedish about-to-be psychologist, said after he 
scored the test. I was disappointed. I wasn't even 
threatening craziness. "I thought I was worse:' 
"That's what I sensed;' Lando said. "You talk 
like somebody who's depressed, but you're a long 
way from worse:' 
A few weeks later he would be gone, I thought, 
and I'd move into his room for the second semes-
ter, gladly paying twenty dollars more not to be 
embarrassed by the tiny size of my room. I saw 
that the porch roof was to my left now. I was sure 
I could reach it. 
7 
The last Tuesday in October there was a B- at 
the end of my paper on satire in Henry Fielding. 
"Somewhat better;' Professor Agnew had written 
beside it, but I understood that I remained a bor-
derline failure. 
On the reverse side of the last page, Professor 
Agnew had printed what he titled "a brief note of 
advice:' 
"Much of the class often laughs when you 
speak during our discussions, but there are those 
who think you funny in a way that you may not 
imagine. For example, you twice use the word 
'e-pit-o-me' within your paper, but in class you 
pronounced it 'ep-i-tome: Consider your language 
when you speak as well as write:' 
8 
In early November, I stole a cube steak from 
Ken, who was watching a movie upstairs, the 
late show hosted by some aging celebrity who 
ad-libbed beer commercials, displaying empty 
Schoenling bottles as if he drank while watching, 
like us, a double feature of chillers, three hours of 
giant insects, mutant reptiles, and even, one week-
end, deadly, oversized, ravenous rabbits. 
It had been more than a week since he'd 
jammed a banana in the box for the black mail-
man he considered slow delivering letters from 
his girlfriend. He'd promised "coconut next time" 
in case the postman missed the point, and I'd 
rebuked nothing about his rant of slurs after he 
found banana mashed on the doorstep, footprints 
leading to the next rental's box. 
It was satisfying to swallow that heavily salted 
meat, though even then I couldn't claim eating 
that steak as a formal protest, not half-drunk 
past midnight, overspending my paltry budget by 
three dollars for two six packs, that mailman likely 
asleep because he looked to be forty or more, mar-
ried according to the ring he wore on the hand he'd 
used to wrestle that fruit from the mailbox, which 
I witnessed because Ken had left to go through the 
house declaring his joy to whoever else happened 
to be home, shouting it had been "a great show" 
as if there were tarantulas below that had swollen 
into the size of dogs. 
After I finished the meat, I ran scalding water 
over the greasy plate and stacked it on end where 
all of us kept our carelessly cleaned dishes, con-
cealing a crime so small it was barely shameful, 
so easily admitted that I might as well have con-
fessed, though any of the other five guys who lived 
there could have stolen that cheap, gristly meat. 
Or, like I had done, cleaned up that ruined fruit 
after Ken left the house, scrubbing the doorstep, 
my back to the street so I could imagine I was 
being re-evaluated by a stranger. 
9 
Professor Agnew invited the class to his house 
for the final night, and he smiled and shook every-
one's hands as if no one had turned in shibboleth 
for his or her final paper. His wife served desserts 
and coffee. She'd made all of the pastries by hand. 
I managed a B in English Novel and better 
than that in my other three courses. My father 
didn't mention house fires over Christmas. My 
mother asked if the boys I lived with had turned 
out to be nice. I said sure, and she didn't ask me 
to elaborate. I knew my parents were pleased with 
my grades when they paid for my bus ride back to 
school. Neither of them had ever gone to college, 
and here I was getting nearly all As in a school 
even more advanced. 
Ken and Lando had both graduated. Al, 
because he lived near Ken in Cleveland, told us that 
Ken was trying to enhance some vague disability 
to dodge the draft. Lando, our landlord psych pro-
fessor told us, was 4-F because he had the blood 
pressure of an imminent stroke victim. The pro-
fessor stopped in the first night back in January to 
ask if we knew anyone who was interested in rent-
ing because now there were two vacancies. 
At 5:00, every weekday, I watched Perry Mason 
reruns with three of my housemates. At 5:30 we 
each chose a character as the real killer and put 
a dollar in as a wager. Perry's client, for sure, was 
never guilty. To keep things fair, we chose in a 
different order each show, though it turned out 
not to be a disadvantage to choose last because 
our predictive success wasn't much above the 
mathematical probability. But it kept us all wait-
ing for that moment, just after 5:50, when bulky 
Raymond Burr would somehow coerce a public 
confession in the courtroom from the real killer. 
When Perry was defending someone, jury duty 
was easy. Nobody ever had to vote. 
Four dollars on a one dollar investment. The 
weeks when I won twice, I could buy beer. The 
weeks I didn't win, I drank water instead of orange 
juice. Once, when I won three afternoons in a 
row, Al bought a newspaper to check the televi-
sion listing to see if I was watching Perry Mason 
on a different channel earlier in the day when 
everybody else was in class. 
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At 6:00 we stayed tuned for Cronkite, because 
war news was almost always the lead story. During 
the first semester, there had been promises of 
light at the end of the tunnel and assurances that 
we were winning the hearts and minds of the 
Vietnamese, but on January 31 we discovered that 
Tet was a Vietnamese national holiday, another 
way of measuring the beginning of the year, and 
North Vietnam had chosen their New Year's Day 
to launch a major offensive that seemed to be suc-
ceeding. 
"We're all screwed;' Al said, and no one dis-
agreed. There would be troop number escalations. 
Our draft deferments would disappear. Al had 
won the Perry Mason lottery that day, but he was 
looking as glum as the rest of us. When a reporter 
mentioned it was now the Year of the Monkey, 
nobody even mustered Who cares? 
I had school to distract me. I started to 
research for my thesis on Ambrose Bierce, whose 
cynicism struck me as an attitude everyone should 
have. Besides all of Bierce's stories and his Devils 
Dictionary, I read late Mark Twain, Puddn'head 
Wilson and The Mysterious Stranger, for another 
dose of bleak humor. I followed that with a dozen 
scholarly books and a host of articles, making sure 
I wasn't following an idea highway paved years 
before. I was going to be reclassified 1-A on July 1, 
but I could finish class work before then because I 
wasn't on assistantship or fellowship. 
On March 31 everyone in the house watched 
Lyndon Johnson's speech from the Oval Office. He 
started with troop limits and the line he'd drawn at 
the Twentieth Parallel, so familiar a list of policies 
I was ready to leave until the television returned to 
normal programming. But then Johnson, looked 
the camera in the eye and announced that he was 
no longer a candidate for the Democratic nomina-
tion for president. All of us cheered. Deferments 
for first-year graduate students were a thing of the 
past, but suddenly there seemed to be hope. 
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Two nights after Johnson's speech we called 
our landlord to tell him we had an outbreak of 
flying termites upstairs. When he showed up, I 
pointed out the closest swarm, a cloud that had 
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materialized from the floorboards in the hall. 
"Flying ants;' he said. 
"Termites do this;' I said, reaching back 
to tenth grade biology. "They grow wings and 
migrate:' I was counting on his anxiety about the 
property he'd invested in to clear up this crisis. 
In my old room a throw rug of flying termites 
rose and fell along one wall in a way that made me 
nauseous. "I carry a gun for this sort of problem;' 
he said. "It's never let me down. Couple of shots of 
bug juice will do the trick. Of course, you'll prob-
ably want to sleep downstairs for tonight:' 
True to his word, he sprayed in the old tradi-
tion, the way DDT billowed from trucks when I 
was a boy, and those flying bugs, whether termites 
or ants, didn't return. 
The next morning, in History of the English 
Language, I asked Mary Waller how her prelimi-
nary oral exam had gone the day before. "I failed;' 
she said straight out. "Both parts. The thesis 
defense and the reading list:' 
I felt a hot flash in my chest. Her thesis was 
on Faulkner. I imagined her spouting two hours 
of received opinion, or worse, choking on her 
words, maybe crying in humiliation. Shibboleth-
the word hovered in front of me like the ghost of 
testing's future. Mary Waller was on fellowship. 
She was an academic star who'd received an A in 
Development of the English Novel. "I have until 
August;' she said. "You get a second chance and 
then you're dropped from the program:' I started 
to tabulate how many large gulps of the Penguin 
Summary of British Literature I'd swallowed in the 
past two weeks, accumulating platitudes about 
writers I'd never read. 
"Don't you have Dr. Kessler like I do for the 
British Literature part? You thought Agnew was 
tough in English Novel? Kessler is way tougher, so 
get readY:' 
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I drank a glass of cheap wine before I walked 
the mile to campus, imagining that the alcohol 
would make me relax and be more like myself, a 
personality, someone capable of discussing litera-
ture without falling back on ideas that everybody 
knew. All it did was come out of me in sweat, the 
day so warm in early April that students I imme-
diately envied were lounging outside in town and 
everywhere on campus while I hiked up a flight 
of stairs and into the men's room where I mopped 
myself with paper towels for ten minutes. 
I was solid with Ambrose Bierce. This was my 
project. I quoted The Devils Dictionary. I talked 
about Bierce's Civil War experience and the uni-
formly bleak stories that came from it, including 
"The Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge;' with 
which Rod Serling had piqued my interest when 
he aired it on The Twilight Zone while I was in 
high school. After an hour we shifted to the read-
ing list, beginning, I was pleased to discover, with 
American Literature. 
But with half an hour to go, coming into the 
conversation exactly with the chimes from the 
campus library clock, the British Literature expert 
broke in, steering me toward Lawrence, Woolf, 
and Joyce, writers about whom I knew only the 
basics. "What did the thunder say?" Dr. Kessler 
said at last, as if a storm had rolled in with the heat 
wave. 
"The thunder?" I said, buying time. 
"Yes:' 
There was nothing for it but to say, "I have no 
idea:' My answer seemed to satisfy him, as if he'd 
rather listen to an admission of ignorance than a 
string of superficial remarks. 
"You find out before the final orals;' he said, 
and moved backward in time to the Victorians. 
Twenty minutes later all three professors shook 
my hand as if I'd wowed them. What, I thought, 
had Mary Waller said to achieve failure? 
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I practically ran back to the house, the sweat of 
joy soaking through my shirt, my tie pulled loose 
from my throat so I could unbutton the collar of my 
shirt. I stopped to buy four six packs I carried in two 
brown paper bags. I could afford to celebrate with 
my housemates, and they were happy to toast my 
success for free. I could drink water for two weeks 
or trust my luck with Perry Mason, but before the 
killer was revealed, a news bulletin broke in about 
Martin Luther King Jr. who'd been shot and killed 
in Memphis. We picked up our dollar bills because 
everyone knew Mason wasn't coming back. 
The news shifted back and forth from 
Cronkite to the Cincinnati news team. At first, 
both suggested the likelihood of unrest in black 
neighborhoods. Before long, both began showing 
films of what that meant when it materialized. 
The banana episode rose in my throat. The 
mailman might not realize Ken had graduated. 
Bulk mail still arrived once or twice a week in his 
name. The mailman might be pleased that no more 
mail came from the girlfriend, imagining her with 
someone who wasn't as big an asshole. Regardless, 
everyone in our house was guilty by association. 
Two hours after the first announcement there 
were voices in the street. "Screw whoever's out 
I was wondering whether that 
small fire was enough, whether 
outrage needed a larger blaze. 
there;' Al said, but I got up to look. The crowd 
wasn't large by television standards-maybe 
twenty, all older boys or men, all black. I looked 
for the mailman in the crowd, but couldn't pick 
him out. 
As I watched through the front window, I 
sipped a beer from my second six pack, the other 
two gone to my housemates. What looked to be a 
bag of trash hurtled into the tiny front yard, and 
one of the men held a cigarette lighter to it until it 
ignited. It alternately smoldered and flared about 
fifteen feet from the house. I imagined it full of 
junk mail, the fire starter as our mailman. 
While I was wondering whether that small 
fire was enough, whether outrage needed a larger 
blaze, our landlord walked in the back door, down 
the hall, and shouldered past me to the front win-
dow. He carried what looked to my untrained eye 
to be a shotgun, and he stared so intently through 
the window that I half expected him to break it 
open with the butt of the gun like any number of 
cowboys I'd watched in movie theaters. 
I was relieved, minutes later, when the small 
group of name callers moved on and the fire went 
out. "''ll stay and keep an eye out;' our landlord 
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said. "You go back to what you were doing:' I was 
still holding my beer. Nearly twenty empty cans 
were strewn around the common room where 
my housemates were watching a report on a large 
fire in Cleveland, the Hough District, and nurs-
ing their last beers. None of them had bothered to 
come to the front window. 
"You should be watching this;' AI said. "God 
damned Hough. You should see it for real:' The 
announcer, by now, was repeating himself, saying 
"unrest" and "shock" and "rage" while standing 
among firemen and police, telling us what we 
already knew. 
Every inner city seemed to be saying the same 
thing-broken windows and overturned cars and 
looting and fires. Because of where we lived-
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Cincinnati. Because the country recognized the 
names-New York, Baltimore, Detroit. 
And right then, Cleveland, shouting, like all of 
them, something that translated to "the hell with 
everything;' already sounding familiar from the 
flames. ~ 
Gary Fincke is the Charles B. Degenstein 
Professor of English and Creative Writing 
and Director of the Writers Institute at 
Susquehanna University. 
ccl Am Then Another Self" 
Looking at Montaigne 
James P. Beasley 
W HO WAS MICHEL EYQUEM DE Montaigne? Was he a French noble-man, mayor of Bordeaux, who lived 
from 1533 to 1592? Was he the author of Essais, a 
collection of 107 "tries;' "experiments;' or "tastes" 
of understanding? Was he Shakespeare's inspira-
tion for the character of Hamlet, immobilized by 
his constant weighing back and forth of options? 
Was he listed on the Index of Prohibited Books 
from 1676 to 1854 because the Essais attributed 
too many feelings and understandings to ani-
mals? Has he been the touchstone for writers as 
divergent as Descartes, Pascal, Nietzsche, Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, T. S. Eliot ["Of all authors, he is 
the least destructible"], and Helene Cixous? Or, on 
a more mercenary note, is he the antidote to the 
dull, formulaic writing of standardized testing in 
American academic institutions in the twenty-first 
century? Montaigne writes in "On Repentance": 
I cannot fix my subject. He is always rest-
less, and reels with a natural intoxication. 
I catch him here, as he is at the moment 
when I turn my attention to him. I do not 
portray his being; I portray his passage; 
not a passage from one age to another or, 
as the common people say, from seven 
years to seven years, but from day to day, 
from minute to minute. I must suit my 
story to the hour, for soon I may change, 
not only by chance but also by inten-
tion. It is a record of various and variable 
occurrences, an account of thoughts that 
are unsettled and, as chance will have it, at 
times contradictory, either because I am 
then another self, or because I approach 
my subject under different circumstances 
and with other considerations. Hence it is 
that I may well contradict myself, but the 
truth, as Demades said, I do not contra-
dict. Could my mind find a firm footing, I 
should not be making essays, but coming 
to conclusions; it is, however, always in its 
apprenticeship and on trial. (235) 
What Montaigne seems to invite us to do, 
then, is to take as many looks at him as we want. 
Montaigne is who he is right now, the moment 
I give my attention to him. At this particular 
moment, two authors have written new books 
that essai, or try, to fix their object on the most 
moving of movable targets. Shouldn't a writer 
who revealed everything be easier to understand, 
rather than harder? Perhaps that is why Montaigne 
is difficult, for in looking at him we see ourselves. 
The first such look is Sarah Bakewell's How to 
Live, Or, A Life of Montaigne (Other Press 2010). 
Bakewell writes, "The idea-writing about oneself 
to create a mirror in which other people recog-
nize their own humanity-has not existed forever. 
It had to be invented. And, unlike many cultural 
inventions, it can be traced to a single person: 
Michel Eyquem de Montaigne, a nobleman, gov-
ernment official, and winegrower who lived in the 
Perigord area of southwestern France from 1533 
to 1592" (3). For Bakewell, the starting point in 
looking at Montaigne is his political and economic 
position of advantage. As a politician, landowner, 
and winemaker, Montaigne had the means to 
spend twenty years examining his thoughts. But, 
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according to Bakewell, Montaigne was different 
because "Unlike most memoirists of his day, he 
did not write to record his own great deeds and 
achievements. Nor did he lay down a straight eye-
witness account of historical events, although he 
could have .. . ; he lived through a religious civil 
war which almost destroyed his country over the 
decades he spent incubating 
and writing his book'' (3) . 
lows its author's stream of consciousness without 
attempting to pause or dam it. A typical page of 
the Essais is a sequence of meanders, bends, and 
divergences. You have to let yourself be carried 
along, hoping not to capsize each time a change of 
direction throws you off balance" (Bakewell 35). 
Bakewell's Montaigne is fascinated by his experi-
In Saul Frampton's 
When I Am Playing With 
My Cat, How Do I Know 
That She Is Not Playing 
With Me?: Montaigne and 
Being In Touch With Life 
(Pantheon 20 11), Mon-
taigne is a survivor, a recent 
victim of two great losses 
in his life, the death of his 
father and the death of his 
LIVE 
ences because they might 
help him to answer life's big-
ger questions. She writes, 
"They rarely explain or 
teach anything. Montaigne 
presents himself as someone 
who jotted down what-
ever was going through his 
head when he picked up 
his pen, capturing encoun-
ters and states of mind as 
they happened. He used the 
experiences as the basis for 
asking himself questions, 
above all the big question 
that fascinated him as it did 
- OR-
A LIFE OF 
MONTAIGNE 
best friend, Etienne de La 
Boetie in 1563. According 
to Frampton, "La Boetie 
influenced the Essays in a 
number of important ways. 
He left Montaigne his books 
and papers, which served 
as the foundation of his 
library. He provided a Stoic 
model to which Montaigne 
IN ONE QUESTION 
AND TWENTY ATTEMPTS 
ATAN ANSWe:R 
sun uuwm 
many of his contemporaries. 
Although it is not quite 
grammatical in English, it 
can be phrased in three sim-
ple words: 'How to live?"' ( 4) 
Other Press, 2010 Bakewell's Montaigne 
initially attempted to adhere, and his death cre-
ated an absence that Montaigne attempted to fill 
with writing. He says that he would have preferred 
to write letters rather than essays, yet lacked an 
addressee: 'For I cannot talk to the wind"' (28). 
The two books could not differ more regarding 
the exigencies that led to Montaigne's Essais. For 
Frampton, Montaigne's dissatisfaction with Stoic 
resolve led him to seek writing as an alternative, 
but he found the straightforward dispositio form 
inadequate. "In his essay 'Of Friendship: begun a 
few years after his letter was first published, and 
nearly ten years after La Boetie's death, Montaigne 
refers to the 'faint and forceless' discourses that 
'stern antiquity have left concerning this sub-
ject:"(36-37). For Bakewell, the Essais spring 
more extemporaneously than for Frampton. "This 
is why Montaigne's book flows as it does: it fol-
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is the philosophical skeptic, 
vacillating between the two great philosophical 
theories of the day, Epicureanism and Stoicism. 
Frampton's Montaigne is influenced not by phi-
losophy but by death, and, in a very real way, 
the failure of philosophy to create an all-encom-
passing system by which one may live one's life. 
While for Bakewell, Montaigne is saved through 
his questioning, Frampton's Montaigne is more 
human than human, a man who examines his 
bowel movements and his smells. I like Bakewell's 
Montaigne, the urbane philosopher, the man of 
the world. For Frampton, Montaigne was not of 
or from the world, he was in it, "My book and I 
proceed in agreement;' Montaigne writes. While 
most scholars agree that Montaigne's purpose in 
writing was not to provide an objective correlative 
of events, few go so far as to claim that Montaigne's 
writing was not meant to be correlative at all, 
objective or not. Writing about experience is the 
experience. While for Bakewell, "surviving love 
and loss" is just one of the attempts to answer 
the question "How to live?" for Frampton it is the 
exigency that led Montaigne to write in the first 
place. 
Frampton's book is titled, When I am Playing 
With My Cat, How Do I Know That She is Not 
Playing With Me?, but it is Bakewell who helps 
us understand why this sentence is so important. 
Bakewell connects this sentence to why the Essais 
were placed on the Index of Prohibited Books for 
almost two hundred years. 
This seemingly casual remark proposes 
a shocking idea: that we may be cut off 
by our very nature from seeing things as 
they are. A human's being's perspective 
may not merely be prone to occasional 
error, but limited by definition, in exactly 
the way we normally (and arrogantly) 
presume [an animal's] intelligence to be. 
Only someone with an exceptional abil-
ity to escape his immediate point of view 
could entertain such an idea, and this was 
precisely Montaigne's talent: being able to 
slip out from behind his eyes so as to gaze 
back upon himself with Pyrrhonian sus-
pension of judgment. Even the original 
skeptics never went so far. They doubted 
everything around them, but they did 
not usually consider how implicated 
their innermost souls were in the gerieral 
uncertainty. Montaigne did, all the time. 
(Bakewelll29) 
While Montaigne's musings on the animal 
world seemed innocuous at first, they eventually 
were recognized as a challenge to the religious 
and scientific authorities of the seventeenth cen-
tury. While the history of Descartes's frustration 
with Montaigne is well documented, Bakewell 
brings the conflict into a new focus. Montaigne's 
easy familiarity with the animal world compels 
Descartes to make distinctions and categorization. 
"Montaigne's animal stories and his debunking of 
human pretensions would prove particularly irk-
some to two of the greatest writers of the new 
era: Rene Descartes and Blaise Pascal ... Descartes 
was interested in animals mainly as a contrast 
to human beings. Humans have a conscious, 
immaterial mind; they can reflect on their own 
experience, and say 'I think: Animals cannot" 
(136). Without Cartesian classification and divi-
sion, the academic world could not operate as it 
does today: fields of study, universities and col-
leges, deans and department chairs, even student 
majors are all influenced by this impulse. But as 
Frampton writes, "Montaigne, by contrast, oper-
ates with an older, less cutting-edge, yet perhaps 
more venerable intellectual instinct: that of prox-
For Montaigne, there was a space 
where the mind did not have to 
be divided, and that space could 
be accessed through writing. 
imity. Rather than defining and dividing things, 
Montaigne wants to bring them together, get 
near to them, close to them, not least to himself" 
(9). For Montaigne, there was a space where the 
mind did not have to be divided, and that space 
could be accessed through writing. As I'm typing 
this review, I have four screens open on my com-
puter: my personal email, my university email, my 
Facebook account, and this review. I have opened 
several "selves;' but they all operate within simul-
taneous proximity. Bakewell seems to understand 
the implications of the Essais and Montaigne's 
concept of proximity for the net culture of today. 
"Having created a new genre by writing in this 
way, Montaigne created essais: his new term for 
it. Today, the word essay falls with a dull thud. It 
reminds many people of the exercises imposed at 
school or college to test knowledge of the read-
ing list: reworkings of other writers' arguments 
with a boring introduction and a facile conclusion 
stuck into each end like two forks in a corncob. 
Discourses of that sort existed in Montaigne's day, 
but essais did not. Essayer, in French, means sim-
ply to try. To essay something is to test or taste it, 
or give it a whirl" (8). As I shift among my own 
personal emails to my family, my directions to my 
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students, my inside jokes and memories with my 
friends, and my scholarly writing, these changes 
of direction are not unlike the drawing together of 
self and experience that Montaigne practiced 431 
years ago. Trying to analyze why Montaigne wrote 
the way he did is as slippery as trying to under-
stand the man himself. According to Bakewell, 
"The changes of direction are partly explained by 
this questioning attitude, 
and partly by his hav-
ing written the book over 
twenty years. Revising ear-
lier drafts of the Essays over 
and over again, he added 
material as it occurred to 
him, and made no attempt 
to box it into an artificial 
consistency. Within the 
space of a few lines, we 
might meet Montaigne as a 
young man, then as an old 
man with one foot in the 
grave, and then again as a 
middle-aged mayor bowed 
down by responsibilities" 
(36). 
is stable, has always been stable, and will always 
be stable. According to Heilker, the five-para-
graph essay, thesis-support form, is as limiting 
for writing about the complicated issues that 
students find themselves researching as a haiku 
would be for all of poetry, and thus, the writ-
ing forms promoted by standardized testing do 
not allow for the changing nature of knowledge. 
"Montaigne's epistemologi-
cal skepticism required a 
textual form based on the 
One such writer who 
weighs the balance on 
the side of Montaigne's 
questioning attitude is 
composition scholar Paul 
Heilker, who claims that 
Faber & Faber, 2011 
'posture' or position of the 
writer/knower, which must 
necessarily and perpetu-
ally change over time as he 
explores and confronts an 
unstable reality, which must 
necessarily and perpetually 
change over time in search 
of truth or knowledge, 
which must necessarily and 
perpetually change over 
time" (Heilker 28). The 
issues that students write 
about are larger than what 
they can write about in one 
paper, for one class, for one 
semester, for one year, of a 
brief period of their lives 
called "college:' Since the 
essai does not claim to have 
this kind of authority, essais 
Montaigne offers students 
in composition a corrective to the thesis-driven, 
formulaic papers of standardized testing, which, 
while they call themselves essays, are in fact, 
the opposite of what an essay can/should be. 
"Following his meticulous undoing of the clas-
sical dispositio form, Montaigne developed a 
different method of arrangement for his new 
manner of writing; one he claimed was 'acciden-
tal' and based on 'fortune: Perhaps as a result of 
their radical departure from the expected norms 
of rhetorical composition, these texts did strike 
their author as being ordered purely by chance" 
(22). The reason for using the Essais as a form for 
writing in today's classroom is that they offer a 
corrective to the view that a student's knowledge 
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provide students with an 
"honest" genre regarding the nature of knowl-
edge and its creation. 
But Thomas Newkirk urges readers to remem-
ber that the Essais were composed and revised 
over twenty years. Newkirk believes that we should 
take Montaigne's claim ... "I cannot fix my object; 
'tis always tottering and reeling by a natural gid-
diness: I take it as it is at the instant I consider 
it ... " much more literally than readers usually do. 
Montaigne composed three distinct versions of 
the Essais between 1571 and his death in 1592: 
the original version published in 1580, a revision 
published in 1588, and a third version, published 
by Marie de Gournay and poet Pierre de Brach 
three years after his death, based on Montaigne's 
handwritten comments in the margins. The fluid, 
often contradictory, style of the work is due more 
to do this ongoing revision process than to the 
skeptical stance emphasized by Heilker. Newkirk 
writes, "Montaigne is more commonly cited by 
compositionists (for example, Heilker; Newkirk; 
Spellmeyer) as an exemplar and advocate for the 
open, digressive, exploratory form of essay writing, 
often placed in opposition to the closed, agonis-
tic, thesis-driven versions of the essay promoted 
in schools and universities. There often seems an 
element of projection, even wish-fulfillment, in 
[composition scholars'] construction ofMontaigne 
who, so we imagine, led an ideal writerly life-freed 
from the constraints of fixed genres, with time for 
contemplation, and serenely indifferent to the 
material realities of publication" (300). Bakewell 
likely would see Newkirk's attention to "wish ful-
fillment" not as a failing, but consistent with a 
long line of typical responses to Montaigne. For 
Newkirk, writers who see Montaigne's digressions 
outside of the extensive revisions are misread-
ing Montaigne. "An examination of Montaigne's 
[1595] additions allows readers to more reliably 
imagine him as a writer and to view the essays as 
texts constructed over time" (300). 
But even as he argues for this more "reli-
able" reading, it is difficult for Newkirk to 
sustain his claim. Reading all the revisions taken 
together "allows readers to recover the asym-
metry between the experience of reading and 
the activity of writing, although it is tempting to 
imagine a synchronization between Montaigne's 
exploratory composing process and our move-
ment along with him-that reader and writer are 
dancing together" (Newkirk 300). Perhaps what 
is happening to Newkirk here is close to what 
Bakewell describes as the relationship between 
Montaigne and his readers: "Mostly it remains a 
two person encounter between writer and reader. 
But sidelong chat goes on among the readers too; 
consciously or not, each generation approaches 
Montaigne with expectations derived from its 
contemporaries and predecessors. As the story 
goes on, the scene becomes more crowded. It 
turns from a private dinner party to a great lively 
banquet, with Montaigne as an unwitting master 
of ceremonies" (9). 
F or several years now, I've been trying Montaigne with students, measuring their reactions, recording their responses, 
watching a new generation react to the Mayor of 
Bordeaux. The following are three recent student 
reactions to reading and writing about Montaigne: 
The first example is what I normally get, that the 
Essais are drastically different from the reading 
to which they are accustomed, "I didn't get a nice 
little package from Montaigne with a thesis, some 
main points, and a conclusion:' The second exam-
ple demonstrates how this disorientation can help 
students make connections to the Essais and the 
"It is tempting to imagine 
a synchronization between 
Montaigne's exploratory composing 
process and our movement along 
with him-that reader and writer 
are dancing together:' 
Thomas Newkirk 
"Montaigne's Revisions" 
writing that they already do in other social con-
texts, "He is so scatter-brained; he jumps from 
one thing to another, although they do relate, it 
just keeps me thinking how he started talking 
about that. It reminds me of myself talking to a 
friend. We will begin on one subject and end up 
on a totally different one:' And the third exam-
ple demonstrates how students see this difficulty 
as having generative benefits, "I put key to page 
and on the third try I am able to type my name, 
a good sign, but not what I was hoping for after 
an hour of searching and tinkering. My essay and 
I proceeded in agreement, that this would not be 
an essay at all but an experiment in typing and a 
lesson in organization:' 
As much as I enjoy reading student writ-
ing on Montaigne, I eventually realized that I 
had only been looking at Montaigne through the 
eyes of others myself: through Heilker, through 
Newkirk, through my students, and now through 
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Bakewell and Frampton. So this summer I turned 
my own attention to Montaigne. After re~ding 
Bakewell's realist portrait and Frampton's more 
cubist approach, I thought my experience reading 
a 1580 copy at the Houghton Library at Harvard 
University would be more like Frampton's. I 
thought the pages would be deteriorating, the 
binding tattered. It wasn't. It was jet black leather 
with gold tipped pages and looked more like a 
Franklin Library edition of the Essais than a relic 
from the sixteenth century. It was official, impor-
tant. It suggested that it be taken seriously. As I 
started reading the original French, I felt the 
weight of his "warning" more acutely. This section 
is most often translated as "This, reader, is an hon-
est book. It warns you at the outset that my sole 
purpose in writing has been a private and domes-
tic one. I have had no thought of serving you or 
my own fame; such a plan would be beyond my 
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Lutheran and Yet Not Lutheran 
A Church School Tests the Dilemma 
of Church and State 
Marie A. Failinger 
E VEN FROM THE EMAILS, ONE CAN SENSE the growing desperation. 1 Concordia Lutheran School, a ministry of Hosanna-
Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church (LCMS) in 
suburban Detroit, has been waiting for its called 
teacher, Cheryl Perich, to come back from dis-
ability leave that officially started in the fall of 
2004. She has had unexplained fainting spells for 
several months, starting at a golf tournament in 
June 2004. At first, the doctors cannot diagnose 
her condition because her symptoms do not fit 
standard patterns, but eventually they determine 
that she has narcolepsy. Then there is the problem 
of treating her: there is medication, but it takes a 
while to find the right dosage, and for the medi-
cine to have its full effect. Meanwhile, Perich's 
class has been bunched together with two other 
classes, until the school board decides mid-year to 
hire a replacement to take the class from January 
through the rest of the school year. 
In the emails that go back and forth between 
her and Perich, principal Stacey Hoeft seems 
nervous: What do the doctors say about Perich's 
condition? [Hoeft must be thinking: We have 
told her that we are worried about her continuing 
symptoms. Will it be safe to take her back? What 
will happen to the children if she collapses during 
class? Will she be able to get to work safely; and if 
not, what will we do about that?] When will she 
be able to come back to school? [What will we do 
with an extra teacher when we can only afford to 
pay one? Will she end up having to go on sick leave 
again if the medication doesn't work? Then what 
will we do?] Does she understand that the kids 
have already had three teachers this year? [How 
will the children do on standardized tests when 
they've been shuffled from pillar to post? Will 
parents pull their children from our already small 
school because of this disruption? However will we 
replace the income in this economy?] Hoeft first 
unsuccessfully hints that she would like Perich to 
resign. Then she pointedly asks Perich what she 
might do at the school given that they can't put 
her back into the classroom. Hoeft almost snarls, 
"You haven't even stepped foot into our building 
since last June. There will have to be some major 
preparations to be made to provide for a smooth 
return. I'm sorry if I don't sound excited for you:' 
Meanwhile, apparently struggling with the burden 
of paying 30 percent of Perich's $34,000 salary plus 
benefits (she has been denied disability insurance 
benefits), the congregation asks Perich to accept 
a peaceful release in exchange for the agreement 
to pay a part of her health insurance benefits. A 
peaceful release is a covenant that LCMS schools 
and teachers reach to part on good terms where 
there is reason to end the teacher's service, while 
making the teacher eligible for further calls. 
Perich, until now seemingly optimistic that 
everything will work out and that she will be able 
to return as soon as she is properly medicated, 
reacts abruptly to these mounting requests for 
clarity about when she can come back to work 
and to consider a release from her position. She 
shows up the morning of February 22, the first 
day she is medically cleared to return to work, and 
refuses to leave until she receives a letter attesting 
that she reported for work. The principal explains 
that she cannot reinstate Perich this school year, 
because the school now has the financial burden 
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of a contract to pay the substitute teacher for the 
rest of the year. She reminds Perich that part of 
her commissioning as a called teacher included 
an agreement to mediate the dispute through the 
reconciliation process provided by the LCMS. 
Perich makes it clear that she will sue if she is not 
reinstated. Clearly chagrined, the principal con-
fers with members of the school board, and they 
decide to ask the congregation to rescind Perich's 
call. The grounds are Perich's "insubordination 
and disruptive behavior" and her refusal to invoke 
the LCMS reconciliation process before going to 
civil authorities. 
T
his small Lutheran church school dispute 
became a nationally debated case, Hosanna-
Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church and 
School v. EEOC, decided by the Supreme Court on 
11 January 2012. At the heart of the Supreme Court 
case was a controversy over the so-called "minis-
terial exception" to federal anti -discrimination 
statutes such as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964 and the Americans with Disabilities 
Act. Until the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals 
decision in Hosanna- Tabor, finding that Cheryl 
Perich was not a minister within the exception, 
all circuit courts to rule on the issue had recog-
nized a ministerial exception in order to avoid 
First Amendment problems caused by federal 
and state government interference with religious 
bodies. In brief, the exception prohibits employ-
ees of religious bodies called as ministers (or the 
tradition's equivalent) from bringing employ-
ment discrimination and related claims to secular 
courts. The case drew over thirty amicus (friend-
of-the-court) briefs, including from humanist and 
atheist groups, the American Jewish Committee, 
the Muslim Americans Public Affairs Council, the 
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, and 
many Protestant denominations. 
When the Court issued its ruling in Hosanna-
Tabor, it leaned heavily on historical practice and 
upheld the ministerial exception, noting that gov-
ernment interference in religious bodies' decisions 
about who will be a minister would violate the Free 
Exercise Clause, which protects the right to shape 
a religious group's faith and mission through its 
ministerial positions. Such intrusion, the Court 
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held, would also violate the Establishment Clause, 
which prohibits the government from being 
involved in ecclesiastical choices to hire ministers. 
In some senses, the Court's decision is both 
broad and narrow. It is narrow in the sense that 
the Court limited its holding only to religious 
"ministers" and only with respect to employ-
ment discrimination. Thus, it did not hold that all 
religious employees would be covered, nor did it 
decide in this case whether the exception would 
extend to· violation of child labor laws, or other 
breach of contract or tort actions by miilisters 
against their congregations, such as failure to pay 
a salary, or slander against the pastor. 
However, the decision is broad in giving 
religious communities a significant amount of 
discretion in naming which of their employees 
are "ministers" to whom the exception applies. 
In Perich's case, the Supreme Court held that the 
exception applied to her even though non-called 
teachers at Hosanna Tabor performed the same 
duties she did, and even though most of her day 
was not spent in religious activities such as teach-
ing the faith or prayer. 
Because the scope of the decision was sonar-
rowly decided, we can expect future litigation 
over who is a minister, particularly in those reli-
gious bodies that do not have formal educational 
and call processes. The Supreme Court implied 
that employees whose work is teaching the faith 
or doing traditional ministry are likely to fall 
within the exception. However, the court took a 
careful look at the specifics of the LCMS call pro-
cess, Perich's title and religious duties, and even 
the fact that she used the title of called minister 
to claim a tax exemption for her housing. We can 
also expect that religious organizations will try to 
extend the ministerial exception to other kinds of 
lawsuits brought by their employees, such as dis-
putes over healthcare packages or situations where 
one church employee has damaged the reputation 
of another. 
The Hosanna-Tabor conflict, borne of fear on 
both sides, also contained some unfortunate mis-
steps: the case would not have gotten as far as it did 
if Hosanna-Tabor had simply refused to let Perich 
come back to work in the middle of the school year 
because it had replaced her rather than taking the 
extra step of revoking her call. Generally, disabil-
ity discrimination law recognizes an employer's 
right not to accept an employee back immediately 
from a disability leave when it would be an undue 
hardship on the employer. The school might have 
been able to make a good case that it could not pay 
both Perich and the substitute teacher for the rest 
of the year. Or, if Hosanna-Tabor had given Perich 
the option of returning the next school year, and 
she had then persisted in being disruptive or hard 
to work with after she returned, the school would 
have had legally uncontestable grounds to termi-
nate her. 
Similarly, if Hosanna-Tabor had not instituted 
the call revocation process and simply insisted that 
Perich provide evidence that she was able to per-
form all of her duties without risk to her students, 
and Perich had not been able to provide such evi-
dence, it is very unlikely that they would be liable 
under the Americans with Disabilities Act. Perich 
might have similarly been on stronger ground 
if she had not threatened a lawsuit, since LCMS 
procedures for revocation of a call are very strict. 
A lawyer might have told her that the ministeiial 
exception would be tough to overcome. 
One moral of the story would seem to be: 
lawyers are worth spending a few bucks on. Some 
competent legal advice on either side would likely 
have forestalled this lawsuit. 
F rom a Lutheran perspective, however, the case is one big mess of paradox and diffi-culty. In the lower courts, we see Perich, a 
called teacher, arguing that she is not a minister 
of the church so that she can win her employment 
discrimination suit against Hosanna-Tabor. We 
see her emphasizing how infrequently, outside her 
thirty-minute religion classes, daily devotions and 
prayer, and the occasional chapel service she leads, 
she ever talks with her students or their parents 
about God. We see her brushing off a question 
about whether the Lutheran teacher colloquy pro-
cess indoctrinated her into the Lutheran faith by 
noting that, as a lifelong Lutheran, she didn't need 
indoctrination. Yet she seems at a loss to articu-
late what her colloquy classes or anything she 
learned as a "lifelong Lutheran" taught her about 
the Lutheran faith. Indeed, she complains about 
having had to take more colloquy classes than 
church teachers who went to Lutheran colleges. 
So much for a strong witness by a called teacher 
of the church. 
On the other side, after original expressions of 
concern for her well-being, the communications 
from Hosanna-Tabor to Perich take on a growing 
tone of annoyance that she does not seem will-
ing to give up her job to meet the school's needs. 
We hear Hosanna-Tabor's indignation at the fact 
that the congregation has carried Perich on sal-
ary and benefits for these several months, and she 
has repaid them by demanding reinstatement and 
threatening a lawsuit, neither of which the school 
can likely afford. We see the church council argu-
ing that Perich is disruptive because she is not 
willing to invoke the church's reconciliation pro-
cess, all the while extending no olive branch to her. 
That she is sick and probably feeling threatened 
because revocation of her call, or even a peaceful 
release, might spell the end of her Lutheran teach-
ing career does not seem to enter their minds. 
On a broader canvas, we see Hosanna-Tabor 
Evangelical Lutheran Church arguing that Perich 
is a minister of the church and thus that they 
have every right not only to terminate her sal-
ary and benefits, but to revoke her call for doing 
nothing more than threatening a lawsuit. We see 
the church arguing that the state has no business 
questioning whether the church can take her live-
lihood or cripple future employment prospects, 
because this is a religious matter exempt from 
secular scrutiny. We see the Lutheran Church-
Missouri Synod, in its amicus brief, arguing that 
the calling of a teacher is from the Lord, one that 
can be revoked only for the most egregious sins or 
for the inability to perform the teacher's calling. 
Yet, the LCMS sides with Hosanna-Tabor, urging 
the state not to intrude into the church's decision 
to revoke her call simply because she strenuously 
demanded her job back. 
F or a Lutheran, such a conflict is no surprise. Simul iustus et peccator. The dispute, however, provides an 
opportunity to consider how Luther understood 
the relationship between the law of the state 
and ecclesiastical law, one subject of Johannes 
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Heckel's seminall953 work Lex Charitatis, which 
was recently republished by Eerdmans in a new 
translation.2 Heckel, a twentieth-century German 
Lutheran law professor,3 argued that Luther recog-
nized four types of law, distinct but not separable, 
all emanating from God's hand: divine natural 
law, divine positive law, secular natural law, and 
secular positive law. 
The role of divine law is not to command 
external conduct of Christians or others. Rather, 
divine law creates "a God-formed will;' a heart 
"seized by God's spirit;' an uncoerced, joyful sur-
rendering love that binds the individual to God 
while assuring him or her of God's love (46-48). 
Divine natural law, emanating from God the 
Creator, addresses all human beings "in the status 
of the incorrupt nature;' grasping the whole per-
son. This eternal law serves as the model for all 
law valid before God (48). Law is "legislated" in 
the form of the Word of God piercing the human 
will, and that will becomes "drowned" in the will 
of God (48-49). Unlike the Golden Rule or other 
understandings of natural law that lay out rules of 
proper behavior, Luther's understanding focuses . 
on surrender of the heart, and he argued that such 
surrender is an act of God, not a good work of the 
individual. Thus, the only work that divine law 
demands from the Christian is, paradoxically, love 
for the Creator that only God can make possible. 
Divine positive law, complementing divine 
natural law, is instituted to order marriage and the 
church, the two forms of communal life in direct 
relationship to God (51-52). Each of these orders 
is merely a "vessel for the intentions of the Spirit, 
only a sign for what purpose these institutions 
should be used according to God's commandment. 
Only when they are used spiritually (usus spiritua-
lis) are these institutions divine orders" (52) . 
Heckel categorizes what we often casually call 
natural law as secular natural law, that is, the law 
relevant to the governance of this world: an exam-
ple is the Golden Rule. But in Luther's view, secular 
natural law is perhaps the most dangerous form 
of law. While it is the work of God in the world 
reflecting human solidarity and community, it is 
also inevitably corrupted by human sin. Indeed, in 
a familiar Lutheran refrain, the very recognition 
and articulation of natural law can become a form 
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of self-righteousness, a confidence that we know 
what God demands of us and that we can obey the 
law of our own accord (56). Still, secular natural 
law and the secular positive law that carries out its 
moral power-for example, the codification of the 
natural law in the Decalogue-are the good work 
of God. With God's presence, secular law can exe-
cute divine punishment or serve as a tool of God's 
preservation of people and communities (even a 
"hidden law of love") in our external, earthly life 
(67). That is, so long as the secular law does not 
overflow its jurisdiction. 
And so the conundrum of the Lutheran church 
in framing a message about the proper relationship 
of state law and church law. Ecclesiastical gover-
nances naturally attempt to reflect the impetus of 
divine law. Church officers try to create secular 
positive laws, rules of behavior and dispute reso-
lution processes that reflect God's love and work 
in the world, that operationalize our responsibil-
ity for the common good. Yet, they are doomed to 
failure precisely because they will be corrupted by 
the sin of those who construct and utilize those 
structures and processes. In Luther's view, accord-
ing to Heckel, ecclesiastical ordinances such as 
the LCMS reconciliation process should be cre-
ated by a consensus of the believing church, not 
of the outwardly manifest church. However, that 
presents a difficulty since the believing church is 
always hidden, and it is not easy to tell real believ-
ers (who are still sinners) from non-believers who 
may belong to the manifest church. Ultimately, the 
manifest church will have to produce these legal 
procedures. Even though such church rules will 
be made by both believers and non-believers who 
only outwardly appear to be believers, these rules 
must still reflect the "basic rights" of Christian 
brotherly love, Christian equality, and Christian 
freedom (188-190). 
Because they are "rules" for the Christian 
community and not the world, even though they 
are properly constituted by the church, church 
ordinances must never "have the appearance 
of a sovereign decree" (190). And these church 
ordinances, whether congregational or denomi-
national, can be ignored in good conscience; 
indeed, they must be ignored "when Christian 
love of the brother demands it" ( 191). This seems 
like an impossible paradox to modern ears-how 
can there be a rule that does not bind, a govern-
ing structure that does not demand obedience 
from those governed, an effective law that can be 
ignored by its members whenever they consci-
entiously dispute its decisions? Luther saw this 
paradox and still maintained that a church body 
may order itself through rules and even discipline 
its members, but only when no question ofbroth-
erly love, equality, or freedom is at stake. That 
position is not much apparent help in resolving 
whether Hosanna-Tabor or the LCMS should be 
able to demand that Cheryl Perich pursue its rec-
onciliation process or accept its decisions about 
her call as binding. 
On the other side of the core dispute in 
Hosanna- Tabor, which has been resolved for only 
a narrow class of cases, we must also consider that 
Luther saw the secular positive law of the state as 
a gift from God, necessary to restrain the evil that 
is so harmful to persons and human community. 
The American law on disability discrimination, as 
one example, authorizes the federal or state gov-
ernment to step into a dispute between a powerful 
employer and powerless (and disabled) employee. 
That law demands that employers see and accept 
disabled people for who they are: qualified, com-
petent individuals who simply want to do their jobs 
with dignity and on terms reasonably similar to 
others with modest accommodations for their dis-
ability if necessary. Employers who use their power 
to take jobs from disabled employees when it is not 
necessary for their business or institutions can be 
forced to reinstate employees or pay them for the 
suffering they endure when their jobs are lost. The 
retaliation rule is an important adjunct to the non-
discrimination law, because most employees will be 
afraid to raise claims of discriminatory treatment if 
their employer can fire them for complaining. 
In the Lutheran understanding of the role of 
the state, to counter evil and provide for the com-
mon good and human dignity, such a law would 
seem like a welcome operationalization of the sec-
ular natural law. Christians are called to promote 
the well-being of the secular government, not 
because they are required to live under the secular 
law, but because their willingness to do so is a wit-
ness to non-believers. 
Working this out from a Lutheran perspective, 
there might even be some logical sense in suggest-
ing that if a church body doesn't treat its employee 
with brotherly love when he or she complains of 
unfair treatment, the church body should be gov-
erned by the standard applied to secular society 
and its government, because then Christians are 
acting just like unbelievers, not like redeemed peo-
ple. And, Luther thought, unbelievers are under 
the secular positive law and secular institutions 
that constrain their wickedness. 
How can there be a rule that does 
not bind, a governing structure that 
does not demand obedience from 
those governed, an effective law 
that can be ignored by its members 
whenever they conscientiously 
dispute its decisions? 
However logical it may seem to hold Christians 
to secular law when they are thinking and behav-
ing like all other sinners in their ecclesiastical 
roles, that solution also appears to be anathema 
to Luther. Like Heckel, he sees state intervention 
in matters of church discipline to be jurisdictional 
overreaching, since the state is a distinct gover-
nance, separate from church and family. Indeed, 
the secular order has a responsibility to protect the 
manifest church against any interference, even the 
government's own interference, so that it may be 
free to carry out its Gospel mission in the world. 
Now comes the Catch-22: if the church sup-
ports the government's retaliation rule and its 
intrusion into relationships within the eccle-
siastical order, it has surrendered the separate 
jurisdictional role of the church to the state, in 
violation of Luther's understanding of the limited 
jurisdictions of these two governances. On the 
other hand, if the church rejects the right of the 
state to step in and sanction the church, for exam-
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ple, by demanding that its employees stay within 
the church fold to resolve disputes and punishing 
them for not doing so, as in Perich's case, then it is 
rejecting a secular positive law that, in the main, 
furthers the common good and thus is also part of 
God's work in the world. 
There are at least two ways out of this circu-
larity, though one seems to demand almost the 
impossible of fallen human persons. The first, 
perhaps "cleaner" way is for Lutherans to recog-
nize voluntarily the gift of God in the law of the 
state, by acceding to a very limited version of 
It is especially ironic and cr.uel 
that the church has re-made 
itself in the image of the market 
economy, rather than asking the 
market economy to re-make itself 
for the common good. 
the "ministerial exception:' The church might, in 
other words, concede that all functions of church 
employees should be governed by the state law 
(secular positive law) unless they directly impli-
cate the gospel in the most critical office of public 
preaching (ministerium verbi publicum). Then, the 
Lutheran churches would agree that employees 
of all other church expressions such as Christian 
schools, nursing homes, and the like should have 
access to the rights and privileges granted by US 
non-discrimination law, including the legal rules 
against employer retaliation. 
Since the ministerial exception is now the law 
of the land, Lutherans might pursue this more 
limited exception by recognizing in their govern-
ing documents and behaviors that they accept the 
authority of the secular law over all but a limited 
number of positions or functions. For example, 
Lutherans might simply choose not to invoke the 
ministerial exception when they are sued: it is 
unlikely that a court would raise this question on 
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its own if the party benefitting from the exception, 
here the church, does not attempt to erect it as a 
shield. 
As suggested, while the "limited ministerial 
exception" solution does collapse the apparent log-
ical circularity I have described, for Luther there 
would still be a problem with ceding jurisdiction 
over church employees to the state, even volun-
tarily. Such an approach seems to deny Luther's 
insight from scripture that the church may call 
others besides pastors to perform tasks to serve the 
church's common life. If a parochial school teacher 
or a church social worker is called, and if he or she 
is living out his or her calling as a Christian witness, 
the intrusion of secular law might compromise the 
message of the Gospel in their interactions just as 
much as if a pastor were called to account by secu-
lar law as he or she carried out the wide range of 
pastoral duties that the Supreme Court recognizes 
as embodied in that role. 
The other, more difficult way through 
this conundrum is for Lutherans to be more 
self-critical, continually challenging church struc-
tures and ecclesiastical law and processes-here, 
the LCMS reconciliation process and the actions 
that Hosanna-Tabor and the district took under 
it-using the spiritual law of love as Heckel 
describes it. The spiritual law of love requires 
a Christian to lay down his very life for the 
other, freely, gladly, generously. Such a law well 
transcends the demands of American discrimi-
nation law, which sets a minimum expectation 
of non-discrimination and non-retaliation. The 
spiritual law of love requires of Christians more 
than attention to contracts, budgets, customer 
satisfaction, or even "disruption" on Hosanna-
Tabor's side, or medical bills or job prospects on 
Perich's. It requires Christians to give up their 
fears that God will not provide enough for all, that 
God will not see a way to preserve Christian insti-
tutions without a "customer is king" mentality 
that encourages individual Christians to look at 
Christian institutions as means to their personal 
goals. It also requires Christian congregations and 
. church bodies to renounce the mentality that the 
Church's mission goes only as far as its members 
are willing to give of "their" money and property 
to support it. 
Still, we should be very careful before holding 
Hosanna-Tabor or Cheryl Perich up for ridicule as 
examples of Lutherans behaving badly. They rep-
resent all of us. We can all see in this parable how 
we who live in a market economy fail our Creator 
and Redeemer and Sanctifier every day. We can 
see how far we have fallen from the practice of the 
early church, in which material blessings were joy-
fully and freely held in common for the need of 
the other. Instead, many Christians have come to 
believe that "our" money, property, jobs, benefits, 
indeed our time and other resources are personal 
property to keep or spend any way we like and 
that the misfortune of others is "their" problem. 
The Lutheran witness reminds us that we cannot 
secure ourselves, or perhaps even the success of 
our institutions, by marketing, budgeting, sales, 
employment contracts, focusing on customer 
satisfaction or the like. If we try, we are replacing 
the real source of our security with false idols. It 
is especially ironic and cruel that the church has 
re-made itself in the image of the market economy, 
rather than asking the market economy to re-make 
itself for the common good. If the church is just 
like the world, then the Cheryl Periches and the 
Hosanna-Tabors will have good reason to fear, to 
look out for their own economic interests, to treat 
each other as potential enemies in a secular battle 
rather than brothers and sisters in Christ. And, 
indeed, because of sin, we know that many times, 
they will. But if we at least keep reminding our-
selves that trusting in the safety that only God can 
provide will give us everything we need-that is 
to say, our freedom to be entirely slaves, entirely 
given over to the other's welfare-then a Christian 
witness is sometimes within our grasp. f 
Marie A. Failinger is Professor at Hamline 
University School of Law and is editor of the 
Journal of Law and Religion. 
Notes 
1. The facts described here are from the Supreme 
Court opinion and record filed in Hosanna-Tabor 
Evangelical Lutheran Church and School v. EEOC, 
No 10-553 (decided 11 January 2012). 
2. The 2010 English translation of Lex Charitatis: A 
Juristic Disquisition on Law in the Theology of Martin 
Luther was the work of Valparaiso University Professor 
of History Gottfried Krodel with the help of Valparaiso 
University School of Law Professor Jack Hiller (whom 
Krodel credits with instigating the project) and 
Valparaiso University Professor of German Henning 
Falkenstein. 
3. Heckel taught at the University of Munich and was a 
member of the Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
where he carried on research on Luther for forty years 
until his death in 1963. Whether his late introduction 
to the English-speaking world is due to the late transla-
tion of his work or to some historians' claims that he 
was an academic apologist for anti-Semitic arguments 
of the Third Reich is not clear to me. 
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A Kierkegaard in Fishnet Stockings? 
Considering Lady Gaga 
Christian Scharen 
L
ADY GAGA, AGE TWENTY - FIVE, IS PERHAPS 
the planet's biggest and most flamboy-
ant pop singer and performance artist. 
Her second album, 2009's The Fame Monster, 
received six Grammy nominations this past 
year including in the coveted ''Album of the 
Year" category and won awards for "Best 
Female Pop Vocal Performance" for the single 
"Bad Romance" and "Best Pop Vocal Album." 
Her follow-up album, 2011's Born This Way, 
received nods for ''Album of the Year" and "Best 
Pop Vocal Album" as well as "Best Solo Pop 
Performance" for the song, "Yoi.i And I." She 
opened and closed the Grammy Awards nomi-
nations broadcast in November 2011. 
While Gaga has had many hit records, 
"Born this Way;' performed for the first time 
at the 2011 Grammy Awards Ceremony in Los 
Angeles, set an international record for digital 
downloads (over one million in its first week) 
and debuted at number one on the pop charts, 
holding that position for nearly two months. In 
"Born This Way" (and the album of the same 
name) and in her performance at the Grammy 
Awards (see here: http:/ /tinyurl.com/ cresset-
gaga), you can see Gaga's training in theater, 
dance, piano, and voice. Her lyrics demonstrate 
the development of a positive creative per-
sona designed to affirm the outsider, evocative 
of God's blessing on the unique and beautiful 
diversity of creation. In fact, Lady Gaga's per-
sona and art offer a challenge to the church to 
be formed in the shape of a God who bends near 
to hear people's cries . In response to the loud 
rejections of the modern moral order (all those 
judged "abnormal;' "indecent;' in short, "mon-
sters"), Lady Gaga shows how powerful it is to 
know that our cries are heard, and that we are 
claimed as beloved. 
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Lady Gaga, whose real name is Stephanie 
Germanotta, grew up in a middle-class Italian 
Catholic family in New York City. She attended 
the Convent of the Sacred Heart, a private all-
girls Catholic school. Active in theater and 
music, she played lead roles in Guys and Dolls 
and A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum. Her love of creative arts was a source of 
frustration for her as well as joy. She recalls being 
a misfit, feeling like a freak, and being made fun 
of for her eccentricities. Clearly, however, she 
had performance in mind. A childhood pic-
ture of her on the piano betrays the future Lady 
Gaga persona as well as one could imagine. With 
encouragement from her parents, she applied 
and was accepted to New York University's Tisch 
School of the Arts and their Collaborative Arts 
Project 21 that focuses on musical theater. She 
also began a rock band with NYU classmates 
and friends, gigging around Manhattan, which 
led to introductions to recording executives. A 
friend, whose stage name is Lady Starlight, told 
Germanotta that she was meant to be a per-
formance artist, and together they worked to 
develop a musical niche for themselves, draw-
ing on inspiration from David Bowie, Madonna, 
Michael Jackson, and Queen, whose song "Radio 
Gaga" inspired the stage name, "Lady Gaga:' 
After a year, Gaga dropped out of NYU to 
pursue music fulltime. She moved to Los Angeles 
to record her first album, The Fame (2008), which 
was a huge hit, selling over 14 million copies 
worldwide, and garnering both her first number 
one single ("Just Dance") and her first Grammy 
Awards (for the album in the "Best Dance Album" 
category and for the single "Poker Face" in the 
"Best Dance Recording" category). Her sec-
ond album, The Fame Monster (2009), followed 
quickly a year later and achieved similar success. 
She became known for outlandish outfits and 
dramatic performances,' some with strong femi-
nist overtones. Her controversial "meat dress" 
worn for the MTV Music Video Awards in 2010 
directly challenged conventional views of women 
as sex objects, that is, women referred to in col-
loquial terms as "raw meat:' Her combination of 
fashion, dance, theater, and music all fund the 
outsized persona she inhabits for the sake of her 
fans. "I don't want people to 
see I'm a human being. I don't 
even drink water onstage in 
front of anybody, because I 
want them to focus on the 
fantasy of the music and be 
transported to somewhere 
else. People can't do that if 
you're just on earth. We need 
to go to heaven" (Strauss 
2010). The thread of fantasy 
as a healing reality for herself 
and for her fans is very impor-
tant in her work. The fact that 
she is never "out of character" 
is part of her commitment to 
cast a fantasy that can become 
reality as she and her fans live 
within her counter-cultural imagination. 
While early records stayed within typical 
bounds for pop dance music, her latest album 
Born This Way (2011) embodies this counter-
cultural imagination much more directly. Her 
commitments to inclusion and diversity emerged 
as she began to publicly speak on behalf of GLBT 
rights. Commenting on this shift in her life and 
her music, she said, "For three years I have been 
baking cakes-and now I'm going to back a cake 
that has a bitter jelly" (Strauss 2010). You can 
taste that bitter jelly in the album Born This Way 
and its lead song of the same name. The lyrics 
of the song work the typical categories of rejec-
tion in our society: race, class, gender, ability, 
and sexual orientation, in addition to the gener-
alized bullying and teasing typically suffered by 
those deemed "misfits." Taking off from her The 
Fame Monster album and subsequent worldwide 
Monster Ball Tour, her fans began calling them-
selves "little monsters" and Lady Gaga "Mother 
Monster:' She has, in this persona generally and 
in this song particularly, offered inclusion to 
those who feel excluded, community to those 
who feel isolated, a place to fit for those told they 
are misfits. 
Lady Gaga's passion for piano and voice, for 
dance and drama, for justice and mercy, and, of 
course, for fame, are ultimately rooted in a spiri-
tual soil. This comes out directly and powerfully 
in the song "Born This Way:' The song begins 
evoking the love of "capital H-I-M;' a sort of 
ham-fisted reference to God, before channeling 
her mother's teaching that God made her per-
fect. As a result, Gaga declares, you should hold 
your head up and believe that in all your par-
ticularity you are God's good creation ("cause 
God makes no mistakes"). In a recent Christian 
Century analysis of Lady Gaga titled "From 
Shame to Fame;' theologian and editor Rodney 
Clapp suggests a direct parallel to the Gospel 
message. "To paraphrase Will Campbell;' Clapp 
writes, "the Gospel message is that we're all 
misfits but God loves us anyway" (Clapp 2011). 
Calling her a "Kierkegaard in fishnet stockings;' 
Clapp points out how Gaga reminds us of Jesus' 
own "lack of fit" and the accusations that he was 
not at all a proper Messiah, beginning from his 
ignoble birth among the animals in a stall to his 
death hung between two criminals on a cross 
(Clapp 2011). 
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Lady Gaga is, I want to argue, an example of 
God's people singing. Not in church, of course. 
As with other mainstream Grammy nominees, 
she sings in quite secular settings, but there, to 
our great surprise, we not only find God's child 
singing but presiding, conferring a God-given 
new birth to those who are crying out in despair. 
She presides, we might say, over a baptismal-like 
death and new birth (even emerging from an 
egg!). By God's power and presence she herself 
has died to a false self, conferred by our social 
hierarchy, and been born anew to claim an affir-
mation of her God-given, God-blessed identity 
and giftedness. And she passes on to her "little 
monsters" the blessing she herself has received. 
She empowers them to claim a God-given cour-
age to betray the rejections handed them by the 
guardians of public decency. As one Gaga fan put 
it on her website, "You are my inspiration, and 
got me this far. It's precarious I know, but your 
bravery and larger than life persona inspires me 
to be me. I was born this way, Mother Monster:' 
This challenge from popular music poses for us 
the question of whether we, too, have our alle-
giance with the social order dominating our 
society, or if we are formed by a God-inspired 
betrayal of those false labels and an affirmation 
of our new identity as God's beloved. 
But surely such an understanding of this 
young pop icon's performance art is a stretch-
presiding over baptismal dying and new birth ... 
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really? It may not be so far-fetched once one con-
siders the "baptismal birth" of the people of God 
in the book of Exodus. There one finds the story 
of the formation of Israel's identity, from belong-
ing to Pharaoh to belonging to Yahweh. The story 
is focused on the Pharaoh's daughter and how in 
hearing the cries of Moses she prefigures God's 
hearing the cries of Israel. In taking Moses from 
the water, Pharaoh's daughter, too, presides over 
baptismal dying and rising, betraying an identity 
given by the reigning social order and claiming 
the "misfit" as "beloved:' Those who have ears to 
hear, listen! t 
Christian Scharen is Assistant Professor of 
Worship and Theology at Luther Seminary, 
St . Paul, Minnesota. 
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Hell on Wheels 
Nicolas Winding Refn's Drive 
Charles Andrews 
PAUL SCHRADER'S CLASSIC ESSAY "NOTES On Film Nair" (1972) (included in Alain Silver and James Ursini's excellent Film Nair Reader 
[Limelight, 1996]) cataloged the dark American 
crime films of the 1940s and 1950s into three phases. 
In the "wartime period" (roughly 1941-1946), the 
reigning style appeared in movies like The Maltese 
Falcon, with its glossy look, chatty private eye, and 
stagey contrivances. In phase two (approximately 
1945-1949), crime films emerged from the war 
grittier and more disillusioned, their focus shifting 
toward street crime, corruption, and police pro-
cedurals (Force of Evil, The Naked City). Bogart's 
flash and polish gave way to Fred MacMurray's 
easy, sleazy amorality in Double Indemnity, a piv-
otal film which shed the studio look and detective 
hero in favor of brazen criminality and seething 
sexuality. And the third phase-Schrader's pick for 
the "cream of the film nair period"-is defined by 
"psychotic action and suicidal impulse;' as in James 
Cagney's outrageously brutal leading role in Kiss 
Tomorrow Goodbye or Ralph Meeker's hunky, thug-
gish Mike Hammer in Kiss Me Deadly. 
Drive, the first US production of Danish direc-
tor Nicolas Winding Refn, is deeply indebted to the 
nair tradition, particularly to that vital third phase. 
Though the first half of the film keeps everything 
tense and low-key, it springs into psychotic action 
during the second half. The main character played 
by Ryan Gosling is credited as "The Driver;' though 
he is largely nameless in the film, known only by his 
white jacket with a scorpion on the back. Crucial 
to the storyline is the fable about a frog who reluc-
tantly gives a scorpion a ride on his back across a 
river. The scorpion convinces the frog that sting-
ing his ride would be foolish since they would both 
drown. The frog relents and is shocked when the 
scorpion zaps him anyway. The only explanation 
the scorpion can give is that he did what was in his 
nature. This fable is partly retold by Gosling near 
the end of the film, and it functions as a key not 
only to Drive, but to most of the classic nair films-
everything falls apart when our irrepressible, base 
natures cause us to act out against our better selves. 
The heart of this film is a compassionate look 
at several nontraditional family arrangements. 
Ryan Gosling's unnamed character, who carries 
himself with an odd blend of sheepishness and sto-
icism, falls in love with his next door neighbor Irene 
(Carey Mulligan), a woman caring for her son while 
her husband awaits release from prison. In his work 
life, the Driver is a mechanic, a movie stuntman, 
a potential racer, and a criminal getaway expert. 
All of these jobs are managed for him by Shannon 
(Bryan Cranston), a grizzled, tattooed body-shop 
owner who is as close to a father as anyone for the 
Driver. Shannon tries to create a stock -car racing 
team with financial backing from Bernie (Albert 
Brooks), a low-level racketeer who works with 
Nino (Ron Perlman), a crime boss who seems to be 
only one rung above Bernie on the criminal ladder. 
Both of these gangsters are vicious and not above 
bloodying their own hands, but there is a sweetness 
and sorrow in their relations with each other, espe-
cially as they discuss their identity as Jewish men 
who will never be respected by their Italian mob 
superiors. The criminal group and Irene's husband 
have some surprising connections which add wrin-
kles to the plot, but for much of the film the Driver 
acts as a surrogate son, husband, or father to the 
other orphans of the story. 
Refn's previous film, Valhalla Rising (2009), 
was a trippy, bloody adventure story about a one-
eyed Viking who joins medieval Christian warriors 
sailing off to fight in the Crusades. Their journey 
is waylaid, and they all end up massacred in a 
hinterland they presume is hell. The Los Angeles 
of Drive has something of this hellish quality, and 
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the coincidences that springload the plot as it 
launches into violent chaos bear traces of the ines-
capable, fatalistic punishment of classic films nair. 
In a memorable sequence from Valhalla Rising, 
the warriors languish aboard a mist-veiled ship on 
a motionless sea. This sequence, blatantly swiped 
from Coleridge's Rime 
of the Ancient Mariner, 
maximizes the horrors 
of exhaustion in the 
absence of God-or per-
haps God's disfavor with 
men on a vengeance 
quest in His name. 
Prayer fails, as does 
fighting, cursing, and a 
whole host of attempts 
to grapple with their 
Job-like predicament. 
Drive lifts something of 
this theme as the vari-
ous criminal bosses and 
lackeys blame each other 
for the collapse of their 
syndicate. 
The despairing, 
pessimistic tone of nair 
cinema has often been 
seen as a direct rela-
tive of Jean-Paul Sartre's 
existentialist philosophy. The universes created by 
movies like Kiss Me Deadly and Double Indemnity 
seem to lack any inherent meaning. The brut-
ish, loner males and alluring, deadly females who 
populate these films thrive on the power of their 
amoral choices. And yet, there often seems to be 
cosmic retribution as the plot unravels along with 
the protagonist's schemes. One of my colleagues in 
the history department at Whitworth University 
says that film nair is the most Christian of film 
genres because no other genre takes as seriously the 
presence and effects of sin. In Drive as in Valhalla 
Rising, the sinfulness of the characters is matched 
only by their despair and loss. 
Refn won a Best Director Award for Drive at 
the 2011 Cannes Film Festival, and it is not hard to 
see why given the ways the film calls attention to 
its directorial vision. It is a stylish, neo-noir mash-
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up of classic Hollywood, 1980s action movies and 
1970s exploitation cinema. The opening sequence 
is an especially tense getaway through the labyrinth 
of Los Angeles, all shot in lighting that obscures 
much of the Driver's face. Part of what makes its 
style so compelling is how Refn splashes violence 
into a slow, meditative, 
serene context. Valhalla 
Rising offers this same 
contrast, but the scarred, 
Scandinavian barbarian 
at its center bristles with 
violence while Gosling's 
Driver is calm and pre-
cise, wearing a white 
jacket and cool expres-
sion. Refn's film Bronson 
(2008) was also full of 
gory shocker scenes, 
but their overall effect 
was less jarring due to 
the garrulousness of 
the title character-a 
bare-knuckle boxer who 
became England's most 
lethal inmate and a vig-
orous self-promoter. 
Like many of the post-
Tarantino generation 
of filmmakers working 
with crime genres, Refn's film exudes cinephilia 
and an appetite for gruesome shocks. Where Refn 
differs from directors like Guy Ritchie (Snatch, 
RocknRolla) is in his capacity for fluid storytelling 
and emphasis on characters with emotional depth. 
Refn's finest work may still be his Pusher 
""' Trilogy in which he uses his genuine compassion 
for nasty underworld characters to humanize them. 
The three films-Pusher (1996), Pusher II: With 
Blood on My Hands (2004), and Pusher III: I'm the 
Angel of Death (2005)-are set in Copenhagen's 
underworld, and in each, the protagonist's way is 
troubled by another character's villainy and/or stu-
pidity (much like Drive). The trilogy as a whole 
is engrossing because in each successive film, the 
villain from the previous one becomes the cen-
tral character. By the end of the third installment, 
we understand how the motives of even the most 
depraved characters are actually rich with nuance 
and complexity. 
Though Drive does not stir quite this same level 
of sympathy for its characters, Refn still manages 
to imbue his vicious criminals with humanity. The 
Driver, despite being a tabula rasa, has a kindly 
melancholy, not only around his love interest 
but also with Bernie in their final confrontation. 
Bernie, even as he slices his enemies with razors, 
displays a weariness with killing and wistfulness 
for the better life he cannot find. Most intriguingly 
for the noir genre, the stock femme fatale charac-
ter seems to be split across two women-Irene, 
who (inadvertently) lures the Driver into the 
scheme that will undo him, and Blanche (played by 
Christina Hendricks), who unleashes the torrent of 
violence that propels the latter half of the film. In 
both cases, Refn enlists our sympathies by showing 
the hopelessness of these women's situations and 
their yearning for better lives that they cannot have. 
Though the City of Angels may be for these char-
acters a living hell, Refn manages to make us care 
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PETREL 
So named for Peter, the one who tried 
to walk on water. The Storm 
Petrel, small as a sparrow with a frantic, 
pulsing flight, stays silent at sea, 
pattering the water with its feet to feed. 
Peter, venturing onto that first 
unfurled swell, saw the black gyre 
below and knew the darkness. 
He flailed his arms for rescue 
as thunder cracked 
a seam of doubt down his center. 
He was lifted unto the shore like a bird 
thick with oil. And after each wing 
was delivered and each feather realigned, 
the black stench still lingered: 
a line beneath each nail 
an itch inside his throat. 
Kristin George 
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Light and Darkness in Room 
Erin Dalpini 
11T ODAY I'M FIVE. I WAS FOUR LAST NIGHT 
going to sleep in Wardrobe, but when I 
wake up in Bed in the dark I'm changed to 
five, abracadabra ... . I look down at Rug with her 
red and brown and black all zigging around each 
other. There's the stain I spilled by mistake getting 
born:' 
Meet Jack, the protagonist and narrator of 
Room. Jack has spent his entire life in Room, an 
eleven-by-eleven foot space with no windows 
except for a small skylight. He lives there with 
his best friend, caretaker, and parent-Ma. Along 
with Bed, Wardrobe, and Rug, they have a short 
table and chairs, a tiny kitchenette, and a small 
bathroom. For entertainment, there is a televi-
sion set and limited selection of nine books. It 
is an existence that seems utterly claustrophobic 
and absolutely maddening, a situation ridden with 
despair. 
Yet for Jack, Room is not a hateful place. For 
Jack, Room is home. 
Haunting and inventive, Emma Donoghue's 
best-selling Room details the life circumstances 
of young Jack and his mother, Ma, as they cope 
with their demoralizing confinement. The Irish-
Canadian author of contemporary and historical 
fiction previously penned Slammerkin (2000), The 
Sealed Letter (2008), Landing (2009), Life Mask 
(2004), and Hood (1995). Room is her eleventh 
book and winner of the 2011 Commonwealth 
Writers' Prize regional prize for the Caribbean 
and Canada. 
This fast-paced story unfolds from the eyes of 
a child-a challenging lens to capture but one that 
Donoghue conjures convincingly and memorably. 
Jack is smart and kind and eager to learn about 
the world. His keen observations help advance the 
plot and bring light to what would otherwise be a 
very dark subject. His voice is charming, his fate 
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gripping-making this a novel that is impossible 
to put down. 
In many ways, Jack is not unlike any five-
year-old boy: he loves Dora the Explorer, his 
favorite book is Dylan the Digger, his energy is 
boundless and imagination limitless. But Jack 
A NO Y IE L 
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differs in his perception of the world. Because 
Room is his world, he believes that every-
thing he's not witnessed is simply made up. To 
Jack, dogs aren't real, but Spider is. He thinks, 
"Vegetables are all real but ice cream is TV, I wish 
it was real too" (20). The book points profoundly 
to the weight of nurture in one's construction of 
reality: even though he could not leave Room if 
he wanted to, Jack does not perceive that as an 
issue. When Ma hints that their captivity is caus-
ing harm, Jack replies: 
"Room's not small. Look:' I climb up on 
my chair and jump with my arms out and 
spin, I don't bang into anything. 
"You don't even know what it's doing to 
you:' Her voice is shaky. "You need to see 
things, touch things ... "(113- 4). 
Hidden from the light of the real world, Jack's 
development is suffering. 
He and Ma lead a mostly solitary existence 
in Room; there is one visitor, but he comes 
when Jack is asleep. Between physical educa-
tion, orchestra, rhymes, reading, and songs, Ma 
creatively engages her son with "thousands" of 
things throughout the day, being sure to limit 
television time so it doesn't "rot (their) brains:' 
With ritual and routines that are distinctively 
theirs, Donoghue describes the pair as a "lost 
tribe of two" (Landau 2010) , a mother and son 
bound together ever so tightly. 
Donoghue has compared her portrayal of 
motherhood in Room with Cormack McCarthy's 
portrayal of fatherhood in The Road: "Both 
of us are trying to make something epic out of 
parenthood, the most life-changing event we 
experience. Him, father and son alone in the 
wilderness; me, mother and child enclosed, a 
pregnancy enlarged" (Bethune 2010). 
This idea helps us sympathize with Ma's plight. 
Her sole identity as a mother is consuming and 
confining, elevated by current circumstances, but 
at the same time it is a role that Ma fills with all 
her heart, a role that provides a sense of purpose 
for her that is ultimately transformative and free-
ing. Previously, she was only a captive, with a life 
void of meaning. Although still a prisoner, Ma's 
life gained a new sense of meaning as soon as she 
had Jack. 
At one point, Jack questions Ma's directions, 
and "nearly roaring" she responds, 'Tm your 
mother. That means I have to choose for both of 
us" (115). This turns out to be an important turn-
ing point in the book. 
D onoghue's first inkling of Room was sparked by the horrific, true tale of Josef Fritzi, an Austrian man who impris-
oned and impregnated his daughter and kept 
her captive in his building basement for several 
years. This has put the author under much fire 
from critics. Some, like Jane Hunt, have gone so 
far as to call the work unethical and distasteful 
for "simultaneously denying, appropriating and 
manipulating other people's lives and truths" 
(Hunt 2010). 
Responding to those critics, Donoghue says, 
"I realized now that if your book gets attached to 
any notorious names, you can never shake them 
off .... all I borrowed from the Fritzi case was the 
notion of a woman who bears a child to her cap-
tor and manages to protect his childhood" ("An 
Interview ... " 2010). 
At once grotesque and weirdly fascinating, 
narratives of confinement cut into our hearts 
and engender in us a fierce desire for justice. At 
their core, perhaps these stories are so absorb-
ing because of the issues of morality they dredge 
up inside of us. How could someone confine 
another person in such horrible conditions? It is 
an issue that dances at the edges of Room, and 
it is unnerving. Those who question Donoghue's 
motives might also note that she does not delve 
into the backstory of the novel's captor. 
I choose to view Room as a story that reminds 
us of a darkness that persists in our world, and 
more importantly, of the triumphs of love and 
righteousness. Although they are not overtly reli-
gious, Ma and Jack have faith in the goodness of 
the universe. 
When Jack asks his mother why they thank 
Baby Jesus rather than the man who brings 
them food (their captor), she says, "He's only the 
bringer. He doesn't actually make the wheat grow 
in the field. He can't make the sun shine on it, or 
the rain fall, or anything" (45). 
Ma's belief (or appearance of) belief in a God 
who provides is important. The knowledge that 
"God's bright face" visits Jack and Main the form 
of sunshine from the skylight, praying that God 
be their shepherd, helps Ma bear a weight that 
seems unbearable. 
Ma's resilience and her strong love for Jack-
the world she creates in Room, her educating 
her son to the best of her ability, their tight-
knit bond-is what is most affecting about this 
story. Donoghue is artful in her construction of 
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Works Cited character through a limited narrator's eyes; she 
invites us in to a mother-son relationship that is 
so achingly close, we are left with a deeper under-
standing of devotion than what we once had. It 
is a relationship that brings light to a room that 
would otherwise be covered in darkness. t 
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NAMING THE STARS 
To know that there is always room for dusk in the body, 
step out in open air and breathe-the day drowning. 
Does this begin or end us? 
A walk to think about it-the hour when time slips off and crumples 
like the linen of a summer dress to reveal the forms that humble us. 
There must be a word, however insignificant, for every imperfection we possess, 
for failures to keep even smallest promises. 
To beat back times we entertain these little wrongs. 
What it must be like to turn away the dark, to call down light from stars. 
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Cue the Horse 
Todd C. Ream and Sara C. Ream 
0 UR ELDER DAUGHTER, ADDISON, IS A perceptive (and arguably precocious) child. However, as parents we often won-
der if she is really listening to the wisdom we are 
passing on to her and her younger sister, Ashley. 
When we were children, our parents accused us of 
succumbing to a disorder they diagnosed as selec-
tive hearing. Perhaps such an affliction is more 
widespread than we think. The heart of this dis-
order is that the child seems to hear only what she 
deems most palatable. For example, instructions 
concerning eating vegetables or working on mul-
tiplication tables rarely register the first time. In 
contrast, she always seems completely capable of 
hearing an offer for dessert. As a result, we recently 
were pleased to hear her say that she would rather 
read a book than see a film based on the book 
because the book makes greater demands on her 
imagination. Apparently, the relentless brainwash-
ing she has received at the hands of her Luddite 
parents regarding the virtues of the printed page 
over the silver screen has registered. 
We must confess though that we had never 
included in our arguments the particular insight 
that Addison offered. Is the printed page, in fact, 
superior to the silver screen because it makes 
greater demands on our imaginations? In order 
to explore this insight, we decided to consider the 
variety of formats (book, play, and film) in which 
the highly acclaimed "War Horse" narrative now 
finds itself. Originally a children's book written 
by Michael Morpurgo and published in 1982, 
War Horse was made into a play by directors Tom 
Morris and Marianne Elliott and then into a film 
by Steven Spielberg. A common element in many 
of Morpurgo's works is to introduce children to 
a particular historical reality through the eyes of 
an animal and/ or the relationship between a child 
and the animal. The Elephant in the Garden (2010) 
and The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips (2005) 
portrayed the realities of World War II through 
the respective eyes of an elephant and a cat. 
One of Morpurgo's most recent books, Shadow 
(2010), introduces children to the hardships in 
Afghanistan through the eyes of a dog. 
War Horse has become the best known of 
Morpurgo's works. It focuses on the experiences of 
a horse sold into service in the British army dur-
ing World War I. Often forgotten under the weight 
of the more recent horrors associated with World 
War II, the "War to End All Wars" claimed the 
lives not only of vast numbers of civilians and ser-
vice personnel, but of horses as well. The Oxford 
Companion to Military History (2001) notes that 
Britain alone lost nearly a half million horses dur-
ing the war. Morpurgo's book serves as a memorial 
to the sacrifices made by these animals. The horse 
in the novel, Joey, was originally bought at auc-
tion for the purpose of working on a farm. He 
becomes the prized friend of an only child, Albert 
Narracott, who trains Joey until financial hard-
ships force Albert's father to sell Joey to the British 
army during World War I. The majority of the 
story is then an account ofJoey's experiences dur-
ing the war until he is reunited with Albert. 
Like some of Morpurgo's other works, part of 
what makes this book unique is Joey's narration of 
the story. Children (and even adults) learn about 
the hardships of World War I, but they learn about 
these details through Joey, not Albert. For exam-
ple, the story opens with Joey describing how he 
felt at the auction. "I was not yet six months old, 
a gangling, leggy colt who had never been farther 
than a few feet from his mother. We were parted 
that day in the terrible hubbub of the auction ring 
and I was never to see her again'' (1). Bred to run 
and not to plow fields, Joey learns the ways of 
the farm because of Albert and Albert's love for 
him. Although Joey is quickly sold into the British 
army, the love between Joey and Albert never dies. 
In the end, Albert makes good on his promise to 
find Joey amidst the perils of war and bring him 
back to England's pastoral countryside. 
The stage version of this narrative opened 
in London in 2007 and at the Vivian Beaumont 
Theater at Lincoln Center in 2011. The play imme-
diately garnered critical acclaim and won five 
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Tony Awards in 2011, including "Best PlaY:' The 
stage version obviously brings with it the advan-
tages and disadvantages of sight and sound. Part 
of what has made the play a rousing success are the 
puppets that directors Morris and Elliott decided 
to include. Facing the reality that the story's cen-
tral character (and a few others) are horses, and 
the additional reality that they could not include 
live horses in a theater production running several 
times a week, directors Morris and Elliott turned 
to Adrian Kohler and Basil Jones of South Africa's 
Hand Spring Puppet Company. Kohler and Jones 
came up with the idea of using life-sized puppets 
maneuvered by at least two people inside the pup-
pet along with a third facilitating the motions of the 
head. They also recognized that, although 
the puppets are capable of an impressive 
range of motions, recreating a life-like 
visual impression of a horse would prove 
impossible. Rather than attempt this, they 
created a visual image that places the 
structural scaffold on the outside with the 
horse's fur just inside. As a result, Joey's 
brilliant brown color and his equine com-
panion Topthorn's luminescent black 
color are clearly evident beneath a struc-
ture that blurs the lines between what 
is real and what is simulated. Audience 
members are subsequently struck by how 
something that looks so mechanical can 
move so much like a real horse. 
The directors also decided that in the 
play, unlike the book, Joey the horse would not 
speak. In fact, whole scenes in the play are car-
ried not by words spoken by actors, but by lyrics 
sung by a chorus. With music by Adrian Sutton 
and lyrics by John Tams, the score beautifully 
conjures up voices from the past who beckon us 
to remember them in a manner worthy of their 
immeasurable sacrifices. The backdrop to the 
set is shrouded in a haunting darkness, which is 
matched by a morose refrain that sits at the center 
of the score. "Shall we at last be united in glory? 
Only remembered for what we have done:' 
One of the realities that come with the shift 
from the book to the play is that the audience 
is no longer primarily children but adults. Any 
honest depiction of World War I will include por-
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trayals of atrocities that are inappropriate for the 
target age of the book, but the violence in the play 
does not seem gratuitous. In fact, anything less 
than the horror reflected by the play would prove 
disrespectful to the individuals who faced these 
realities. On one level, the transition from the 
book to the play severs the narrative from its pre-
viously intended audience. On another level, this 
transition creates a whole new audience for this 
narrative. Adults who might not have originally 
thought to pick up the book may find themselves 
compelled by the play to do so. 
Like the play, the film breaks with the book 
by not using Joey as its narrator. Over the course 
of the film, the narrators include British officers, 
their German adversaries, and even French civil-
ians caught in the middle. 
While the puppets provide the most strik-
ing visual quality for the play, the film is defined 
primarily by the grand nature of the backdrops 
Spielberg captures. These scenes range from 
the pastoral farmland the Narracotts work in 
Devonshire to the scarred battlefields of France. 
Spielberg also provides a worthy tribute to the sac-
rifices made by soldiers who served in World War 
I. At one point, Joey gets trapped in "No Man's 
Land" between the trenches of the Germen and 
British soldiers. In the darkness of night, barbed 
wire and dead bodies of both humans and horses 
stretch as far as the eye can see. These images 
remind audience members of the horrors of a war 
too often forgotten, but they also prove difficult 
to process for younger viewers, even those who 
might have read the book. 
The film's score, composed by John Williams, 
matches the grand nature of its backdrops. Where 
the music for the play is haunting, the music for 
the film is hopeful and triumphant. Even when 
listening to the soundtrack apart from the visuals, 
the music conjures up images of Joey sprinting 
across the Devonshire countryside or leaping 
over the German barricades. However, the film's 
score resides much more in the background than 
the music in the play. Whereas music for the film 
accents the backdrops, the backdrops for the play, 
if anything, accent the music. 
So which of these genres do make the greatest 
demands on our imagination and has the great-
est impact on its audience? Spielberg has created 
a beautiful and moving war epic; however, the 
film presents Spielberg's own vision, based on his 
interpretation of what he saw in the book and the 
play. Film-goers are simply asked to sit back and 
take in this impressive story. Unlike the book, 
the film offers audience members overpowering 
visual and aural imagery. Through the scenery, 
Spielberg shows us what the trenches of France 
looked like. Through the music, he helps us feel a 
horse's and a boy's desire to be reunited. 
The play makes demands of audience mem-
bers not required of film-goers. While it presents 
a visual representation of the horses and the 
scenery, we are also required to use our imagi-
nation to appreciate what we are seeing. The 
puppets created by Adrian Kohler and Basil Jones 
are life-sized and impressive. However, the audi-
ence must still decide whether or not to accept 
this representation, and we are not given the 
detailed visuals provided in the film, but are left 
to fill in many of the blanks hinted at by the seen-
ery and characters. Our minds are still asked to 
recreate the horrors of the battlefields of France 
or the pristine farmland of Devonshire. On the 
other hand, the beautiful but haunting score cre-
ated by Adrian Sutton and John Tams provides 
an emotional backdrop for the story, and invites 
audience members to engage with what they are 
hearing so as to understand the scenes before 
them. 
The book places even greater demands on 
our imaginations. When reading the book, read-
ers must first accept that a horse is the narrator 
and imagine the story as it is told by Joey, cre-
ating his or her own versions of the sights and 
sounds described in the text. Every reader will 
have a unique version of what World War I might 
have looked and sounded like, which, while it 
might fall short of the level of realism in the film, 
makes the book far more accessible to younger 
readers. Morpurgo's written words demand more 
active forms of imaginative participation than 
the images encountered in theaters, and with this 
participation comes greater cognitive engage-
ment and emotional attachment to the story 
as the images generated are, to a certain extent, 
products of our own creation. 
As the veterans of World War I have almost 
all slipped from present company into the pages 
of history, tributes such as War Horse prove more 
critical than ever. While the play and the film 
allow their respective directors to cue the horse in 
ways Michael Morpurgo's book cannot, the book 
makes a wider range of demands as the absence of 
sight and sound forces us to insert needed details. 
All three genres prove worthy of our time and 
reflection. In this case, however, the wisdom of a 
child concerning the virtues of the printed page 
holds true . • 
Todd C. Ream and Sara C. Ream live in 
Greentown, Indiana, where Todd is Associate 
Professor of Humanities and Senior Scholar 
f or Faith and Scholarship in the John 
Wesley Honors College at Indiana Wesleyan 
University and Sara is the Recorder for the 
Eastern Element ary School 's PTO. 
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TO MY THREE-LEGGED DOG, ELPHABA 
I have been cut open, butterflied 
twice, like a shrimp, 
neck to navel 
under fake florescent lighting, blank 
anesthesia bliss. I swear 
I woke up 
for a split second. Machines crowded 
me breathed for me lived 
for me. People don't believe me 
but I swear it happened and I wasn't 
scared. Not in the least. 
People always ask me how 
you lost your leg. I don't know, 
she's a shelter dog. People marvel how 
you run 
not walk, but run, and I say 
of course. You are missing a leg 
just as I am missing 
a heart chamber. Completeness 
is a composite. The preciseness 













Gracing the Table 
Food, Faith, and Truth-Telling 
Robert Saler 
B EGINNING IN THE LAST DECADES OF THE twentieth century, it became common for Christian theologians and preachers to lay 
a great deal of emphasis upon "narrative" as a privi-
leged category in Christian theology, proclamation, 
and ethics. While the drive to "narrativize" theol-
ogy quickly veered toward the faddish, the trend 
has bequeathed to subsequent Christian thinking 
the notion that the kinds of stories we tell reveal a 
great deal, not only about the content of our faith, 
but also about how that faith impacts daily life. 
This notion-that stories matter because we often 
do our thinking and our acting by means of narra-
tive-continues to yield insightful dividends in the 
life of the church. 
It is, of course, hard to imagine a more essential 
day-to-day action than eating. Because a growing 
ecological consciousness among Christians con-
cerned about the health of God's good creation has 
seized upon the production and consumption of 
food as a crucial topic for environmentalism, the 
relationship between Christian belief and eating 
habits is beginning to receive a great deal of atten-
tion. 
As is often the case, the emergence of this 
hot topic in theology is part of a wider cultural 
trend. The New York Times Bestseller List has, for 
instance, featured numerous titles exhorting saner 
practices of producing and consuming food. One 
thinks especially of the work of Barbara Kingsolver 
(Animal, Vegetable, Miracle) and of Michael Pollan 
(The Omnivore's Dilemma, and In Defense of Food) . 
Significantly, the importance of telling stories has 
received much emphasis in this popular literature 
on ethical eating. The critically acclaimed docu-
mentary "Food, Inc:' by filmmaker Robert Kenner 
(in consultation with Pollan and Fast Food Nation 
author Eric Schlosser) points out that most of the 
images customers see upon entering the typical 
supermarket evoke pastoral scenes of rural farms 
with open fields and dairy cows hand-milked in 
barns, scenes that in fact have been rendered vir-
tually extinct by the dominant practices of factory 
farming. Food retailers sell and consumers buy 
these false stories, when in fact the true "story" 
behind a given package of plastic-wrapped meat 
(involving cramped conditions for animals, dubi-
ous standards of cleanliness, and slaughter practices 
that most of us would judge excessively cruel were 
we forced to view them firsthand) is effaced. 
This literature also asserts that both the false 
and the true stories we tell are constitutive of our 
identity. Jonathan Safran Foer (of Extremely Loud 
and Incredibly Close fame) states at the beginning 
of his provocative text Eating Animals that "facts 
are important, but they don't, on their own, pro-
vide meaning .... But place facts in a story, a story of 
compassion or domination, or maybe both-place 
them in a story about the world we live in and who 
we are and who we want to be-and you can begin 
to speak meaningfully about eating animals:' Foer 
goes on to tell just such a true story, one about a 
conversation that he had with his Jewish grand-
mother as she told him what it was like to flee from 
the German invasion on foot, across the forests of 
Europe: 
The worst it got was near the end. A lot of 
people died right at the end, and I didn't 
know if I could make it another day. A 
farmer, a Russian, God bless him, he saw 
my condition, and he went into his house 
and came out with a piece of meat for me. 
He saved your life. 
I didn't eat it. 
You didn't eat it? 
It was pork. I wouldn't eat pork. 
Why? 
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What do you mean why? 
What, because it wasn't kosher? 
Of course. 
But not even to save your life? 
If nothing matters, then there's nothing to 
save. (Foer 14, 16-17) 
These poignant words raise the question: if the 
frameworks of meaning by which we live our lives 
necessitate that we tell true stories, then what does 
the Christian faith-which, after all, has at its core 
the story of the one who is "the way, the truth and 
the life"-have to tell us about food consumption in 
our own day? 
Recently, historians of Christian thought have 
rendered environmentally-conscious Christians 
Theologians and preachers in all 
periods of the church's life have 
faced a variety of conflicting 
options for living out the Christian 
worldview around the table. 
a service by reminding us that the relationship 
between food and the narratives that constitute 
faith communities is not a new concern in Christian 
life. Theologians and preachers in all periods of 
the church's life have faced a variety of conflict-
ing options for living out the Christian worldview 
around the table. 
For the most part, New Testament stories such 
as that of Peter's vision in Acts 10 led Christians to 
regard hard-and-fast dietary prohibitions (includ-
ing those of the Hebrew Bible) as untenable under 
the conditions of Christian freedom. Various sects 
and mystery cults, popular during the early cen-
turies of the church, were known to exhort their 
followers to follow strict dietary guidelines (partic-
ularly avoidance of meat) as a means of separating 
themselves from the "fleshliness" of bodily life. 
Christians eager to follow both the Hebrew Bible 
and the logic of the incarnation in proclaiming 
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material creation "good" thus would sometimes use 
meat consumption as a litmus test to separate true 
Christians (those free to eat meat) from clandestine 
Gnostics who would not consume meat. Moreover, 
this affirmation of creation often took on ecologi-
cal tones of connections both among humans and 
between humans and nature. David Grumett and 
Rachel Muers argue that: 
Underlying the historic Christian disquiet 
at the heretical implications of dietary 
restriction. .. was a desire to prevent 
groups or individuals cutting themselves 
off from the various networks of earthly 
connections in which food placed them. 
To eat with others was not only to express 
fellowship but to affirm interdependence. 
Heretics were regarded as using their 
choices (hairesis) about food, as well as 
about doctrine, to refuse this interde-
pendence by separating themselves from 
an imperfect world and seeking on earth 
a false vision of heaven. ( Grumett and 
Muers, 128) 
While this ecological sensibility constitutes a gen-
uine achievement of the early medieval church, 
one sad reality should also be acknowledged: 
similar logic was soon applied to intentional pork 
consumption as a way of separating Christians 
from their Jewish brethren. This was a regretta-
ble perversion of the spirit, if not the letter, of the 
compromises reached by the "Jerusalem council" 
described in Acts. 
Even with such freedom in place, exhorta-
tions both from scripture and the early church to 
avoid gluttony (or even excessive enjoyment of 
food) allowed early Christians-particularly those 
associated with the various cenobitic monastic 
movements that arose in the fourth and fifth cen-
turies-to embrace the renunciation of certain 
foods for salutary spiritual purposes. In particular, 
Christian ascetics intuited that the consumption of 
meat, as well as such delicacies as rare spices, was 
something to be kept under relatively strict con-
trol. A common compromise (found also within 
monastic movements of other religions, including 
Buddhism) was to allow meat consumption in situ-
ations where one is at table with a host serving meat 
on the host's initiative, or in situations in which an 
ascetic was sick and could benefit from the nutri-
ents available in meat. "The monastic community, 
in which some members ate meat in the same 
refectories as others who abstained, deliberately 
maintained a visible context of acknowledged 
interdependence and solidarity. Asceticism had to 
be rooted in eating practices deemed ordinary in 
order not to be regarded as suspect" (Ibid, 129). 
Mediating amongst these various poles-
affirming creation, using food as an instrument of 
social solidarity, and being mindful of the dangers 
inherent in "eating badly;' i.e. excessively or unethi-
cally-thus constitutes a useful framework for 
thinking about Christian food practices today. And 
what ties all of these together is the felt need-both 
within and outside of the church-to start telling 
true stories about where our food comes from, 
theologically and practically. 
In his recent book Food and Faith: A Theology 
of Eating (Eerdmans 2011), Norman Wirzba sug-
gests that placing food within the total, ecologically 
bound story of God's creation and redemption of 
the planet serves the dual purpose of incisively cri-
tiquing modern practices of food "product-ion" 
and reclaiming eating as a sacramentally significant 
act of praise: 
Food, when understood in a theologi-
cal way, is not a "product:' The food we 
consume is God's creation, a vast and 
unfathomably deep community of crea-
tures that is sustained by God's sacrificial 
love. Every time we eat, we are called to 
recognize the profound mystery that God 
created a world that, from the beginning 
(even in something like a pre-fallen state), 
lives through the eating of its members. 
(134) 
Wirzba's point here suggests that, before Christians 
become overly preoccupied with the myriad specif-
ics of contemporary food choices (Should we be 
vegetarian or not? Are we morally obliged to buy 
certified organic products? And so on ... ), the more 
fundamental work at hand is to "re-narrativize" our 
food. I would suggest that those whose faith rests 
upon what we take to be the most foundationally 
"true" story of them all must disdain attempts by 
advertisers to use false narratives-be they staged 
pictures of seemingly contented cows, shamefully 
unregulated use of such terms as "free-range" or 
"cruelty-free;' or specious appeals to "natural" 
means of production-in order to sell us food 
which has undergone degradation in order to reach 
our mouths. And in place of these false stories, we 
can draw deeply from the wells of our Christian tra-
dition in order to tell the kinds of stories that might 
inspire us to work on putting better practices in 
place at the farm and at the table. 
It is clear to any sane observer that current 
practices of global food production are damaging 
the health of our planet and our bodies. Less obvi-
ous, but no less important, are the ways in which 
de-narrativized food "products" are damaging our 
souls. Re-inserting eating into a broader story of 
creation, redemption, and-crucially-charity 
might be a significant step in our being able to "say 
grace" at the table, that is, to make eating a part of 
grace's story. -f 
Robert Saler is visiting lecturer in theology at 
the Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago 
and pastor of Bethel Lutheran Church in 
Gary, Indiana. 
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Two Concepts of Liberty 
(in the Republican Party) 
Peter Meilaender 
J
. UST OVER FIFTY YEARS AGO, ISAIAH BERLIN 
delivered his famous lecture on "Two 
Concepts of LibertY:' Berlin distinguished 
between two different ways of understanding lib-
erty, which he labeled "negative" and "positive" 
liberty. Negative liberty was the liberty of clas-
sical liberalism, the right to non-interference by 
others. On this view, I am free when other per-
sons do not prevent me from doing as I wish. 
My freedom decreases to the extent that others 
can coerce me. In Berlin's words, this is "liberty 
from, absence of interference:' Positive liberty, 
by contrast, Berlin describes as an ideal of self-
mastery. It is (again Berlin's words) "not freedom 
from, but freedom to" -freedom to lead a truly 
self-determining life. Insofar as we perceive our-
selves to be rational beings, capable of developing 
and acting upon our own plans for our own lives, 
we are dissatisfied whenever we feel ourselves 
shaped or constrained by factors other than our 
own rational discernment of our true needs and 
desires. Such factors can be within us, such as 
ignorance and passion. Or they can be exter-
nal, such as political, economic, and educational 
systems that, while not literally coercing us, nev-
ertheless shape and mold us in ways that prevent 
our developing and expressing our true inner 
selves. In either case, these influences must be 
overcome if we are truly to be self-determining 
rather than externally determined. In overcom-
ing them, we express our positive liberty. If Locke 
is the progenitor of negative liberty, Rousseau is 
the prophet of positive. 
While the two forms of liberty bear some 
relation to each other-clearly I cannot be mas-
ter of myself if coerced by others-they are 
nevertheless conceptually distinct. It is possible 
to enjoy considerable negative liberty under the 
rule of a benevolent despot or enlightened mon-
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arch. Similarly, a democratic majority can readily 
express its positive liberty in ways that severely 
curtail the sphere of non-coerced human action. 
For Berlin, the distinction between negative and 
positive liberty was, among other things, a way 
of explaining the ideological clash of the Cold 
War. Western liberal democracies represented 
the tradition of negative liberty. Soviet com-
munism, by contrast, originated in the theory 
of positive liberty. Although positive liberty, 
like negative, was initially an individual ideal, it 
readily evolved into collective forms. Those who 
believe they have understood the true nature of 
human beings also believe they know how the 
rest of us, our self-understanding distorted by 
external influences (such as the power of capi-
tal), would live if only we were aware of our own 
true selves (as we would be in the classless soci-
ety). They may thus coerce us for our own good, 
enabling us to exercise the self-mastery for which 
we truly long, even if we are unaware of our own 
enslavement. They may, to borrow Rousseau's 
infelicitous phrase, force us to be free. 
Although the poles of the contrast are dif-
ferent from Berlin's, Americans are currently 
being treated to an intriguing contest between 
two concepts of liberty. That contest is playing 
out in the race for the Republican presidential 
nomination. It appeared on the scene rather sud-
denly, with the unexpected emergence of Rick 
Santorum in the Iowa caucuses as the leading 
"non-Romney" contender for the nomination. 
Santorum's counterpart in this contrast is not 
Romney, the front-runner, but rather another of 
Romney's challengers, a now-familiar face in this 
quadrennial process: Ron Paul, America's most 
prominent spokesman for libertarianism. Both 
Paul and Santorum speak often about liberty or 
freedom (words which I use here interchange-
ably, as did Berlin), but they mean different 
things, and the contrast is instructive. 
Ron Paul, in promoting libertarianism, fits 
nicely into Berlin's dichotomy, standing as he does 
for a pure form of negative liberty. Paul, more 
than any other figure in American politics today, 
has built a following on the basis of his opposi-
tion to the growth and extension 
of government power. On taxes, 
defense, health care, right down 
the line of issues, Paul consistently 
argues for limited government in 
the name of protecting individual 
rights and defending personal 
liberty against government coer-
cion-Berlin's negative "liberty 
from" interference. This emphasis 
on negative liberty was on dis-
play in the speech Paul gave after 
coming in a strong second in the 
New Hampshire primary. After 
calling his second-place finish "a 
victory for the cause of liberty;' 
Paul repeatedly hammered home 
the theme of freedom, conceived 
as a sphere of personal privacy. He 
described himself as at the head of "an individual 
liberty movement:' The "role of government... in 
a free society;' he proclaimed, "should be very 
simple: the protection of liberty!" He elaborated 
on the meaning of the Constitution: "It was 
not designed to restrain the individual-not to 
restrain you-it was to protect your liberties and 
to restrain the federal government:' Over time, 
however, America has drifted away from a proper 
understanding of liberty. We need to regain an 
understanding that "liberty means you have a 
right to your life and your privacy and the way 
you want to live your life, as long as you don't 
hurt people, and you have a right to keep and 
spend your money as you want to:' And finally, in 
a somewhat less elegant but similar formulation: 
"[F] reedom, if you understand it, you should all 
fight for freedom because you want to exert your 
freedom the way you want." 
Rick Santorum also talks frequently about 
liberty. His version of liberty does not map 
precisely onto Berlin's positive liberty; to the 
contrary, it is also a version of negative liberty. 
But if we have here two variations on the same 
theme, they nevertheless differ in significant and 
interesting ways. As a contrast to Paul's rhetoric, 
consider the speech that Santo rum had given just 
a week earlier, after his surprising tie for first in 
the Iowa caucuses. Santorum also highlighted 
the theme of liberty, putting it front-and-center 
at the very outset of his remarks. Telling the 
story of his grandfather, who fled fascist Italy 
to seek freedom in the Pennsylvania coal fields, 
Santorum recounted standing by his grandfa-
ther's coffin, looking at his "enormous hands;' 
and thinking, "[T]hose hands dug freedom for 
me." He went on to claim that "the essential issue 
in this race is freedom:' His initial explanation of 
this was in terms in negative liberty and would 
have been at home in a Paul speech. Santorum 
asked "whether we will be a country that believes 
that government can do things for us better than 
we can do for ourselves, or whether we believe, 
as our founders did, that rights come to us from 
God and, when he gave us those rights, he gave 
us the freedom to go out and ... live those rights 
out:' 
When Santorum later expanded on the 
theme of freedom, however, he added a new 
dimension not present in Paul's account: he 
explicitly linked the cause of freedom to the 
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health of American values, families, and faith. 
With a reference to those people whom President 
Obama had once derided as "cling[ing] to their 
guns and their Bibles;' Santorum argued that 
these people "share our values about faith and 
family." Moreover, those values cannot be sepa-
rated from our economic problems: "[W]hen 
the family breaks down, the economy struggles:' 
Finally, without strong families and the values 
they instill, freedom itself is in jeopardy: "[The 
same people] understand when families aren't 
there to instill values into their children and into 
their neighbors as Little League coaches, as good 
neighbors of fathers and mothers being part of 
a community, that the neighborhood is not safe 
and they are not free:' One cannot be a consistent 
defender of freedom, on this view, without also 
cultivating the values and communities in which 
it flourishes. Santorum's argument here is not 
about "positive" liberty, not about the exercise of 
self-mastery through the realization of one's true 
self. Rather, it is about the cultural prerequisites 
of negative liberty itself. He expressed this idea 
succinctly at another New Hampshire campaign 
event, when he said, "[F] aith instills virtue, and 
virtue allows for freedom. The less virtuous we 
are as a society, the more laws [we need to have]:' 
Both of these conceptions of liberty are 
characteristically American. (It is interesting 
that neither of them is especially prominent in 
Europe. Classical liberal parties there are gener-
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ally small and appear to be waning in influence. 
And the combination of free markets with social 
conservatism, so common in this country, has 
basically no equivalent in Europe at all.) The 
contrast between them, moreover, is not a new 
one. It largely replays an argument from the 
early years of post-Second World War American 
conservatism, when libertarians-Paul's fore-
bears-quarreled with traditionalists. The 
outcome of that quarrel, to which Santorum is 
also an heir, was the "fusionism" of liberty and 
virtue championed by Frank 
S. Meyer. Writing in 1960, 
Meyer sounded much like 
Santorum in New Hampshire 
today: "[T]he only possible 
basis of respect for the integ-
rity of the individual person 
and for the overriding value 
of his freedom is belief in 
an organic moral order ... . 
Political freedom, failing a 
broad acceptance of the per-
sonal obligation to duty and 
to charity, is never viable:' 
Meyer's fusionism was popu-
larized by William F. Buckley 
Jr., at National Review, and 
it ultimately brought American conservatism 
out of the political wilderness in the form of the 
Reagan coalition. It has been the reigning con-
servative paradigm ever since, and Santorum, 
in articulating it, is hewing closely to standard 
Reaganite orthodoxy. 
Today, however, Paul's libertarian vision 
seems to be on the rise. In particular, he has a 
devoted following among young people, not 
entirely unlike the wave of support that President 
Obama had among college students in 2008. (No, 
I am not predicting a Paul victory this time.) I 
am not entirely sure why this should be the case. 
It is at least somewhat puzzling that a figure like 
Paul-old, unprepossessing, not exactly fashion-
ably dressed, a bit bumbling in his speech, prone 
to rants about the Federal Reserve and monetary 
policy-should become a sensation among the 
young. But perhaps the links Santorum draws 
between family values and freedom provide a 
.. ., 
hint. In an age when families and communities 
seem increasingly to be breaking down, we might 
expect young people to have more difficulty 
perceiving a possible link between these institu-
tions and the preservation of liberty. Certainly 
this is increasingly true of the students I meet 
with in my own teaching. Although uniformly 
Christian, and by and large traditional in their 
tastes and way of life, my students often seem 
genuinely befuddled to encounter arguments like 
Santorum's about the cultural roots of liberty in 
social institutions that nourish habits of virtue. 
It isn't so much that they reject such arguments; 
rather, they seem to have trouble comprehending 
that these linkages might exist at all. 
Still, Santorum's version of liberty may be 
precisely what we need at the present moment. 
Indeed, I would argue that the linkage between 
morality and economias is critical for under-
standing our current economic crisis-especially 
for the young, in fact. They are the ones who 
will pay the price for our own lack of restraint 
in running up crushing burdens of debt. They, of 
all people, should recognize that our enormous 
debt is a "family values" issue if there ever was 
one. Ron Paul is to be applauded for having taken 
more seriously than any other candidate the need 
to reduce spending substantially, and not simply 
at the margins. Yet how do we produce citizens 
with the self-restraint, discipline, thrift, public-
spiritedness, and willingness to sacrifice that 
would be necessary in order to carry out Paul's 
own agenda? On that question, Rick Santorum's 
understanding of liberty has much more to offer 
us. 
This debate between two concepts of liberty 
may well fizzle out before it is resolved or even, in 
any serious fashion, joined. By the time this essay 
sees print, Santorum may be out of the race; and 
Paul, though he is likely to stick around until the 
convention, may have been reduced to a side-
show on the path to Mitt Romney's nomination. 
If so, however, Paul's popularity suggests that the 
contest will be re-joined at some point, probably 
sooner rather than later. When it is, the outcome 
will matter. Not only for the GOP, which will 
learn whether the Reagan coalition, joining free 
markets, traditionalism, and family values, still 
dominates the party. It will matter also for us all. 
For we all have a stake in our country's concept 
of liberty. 't 
Peter Meilaender is Professor of Political 
Science at Houghton College. 
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Not Celebrating Holy Week 
Kristin LeMay 
T
HIS YEAR, I'M NOT CELEBRATING HOLY WEEK. 
Last July, I moved away from my 
spiritual home, the Monastery of the 
Society of Saint John the Evangelist. It was 
where I first discovered liturgy, a spiritual fam-
ily, a holy place of prayer. For seven years, I 
shared Holy Week with the brothers and the 
congregation of those who gather with them 
week by week. 
"Whatever you've found here;' Br. Curtis 
had consoled me on the eve of my departure, 
"you'll take it with you." I think he meant that 
I could find it elsewhere. I begin to doubt I will. 
But he was also right in a way that he did not 
mean: I have taken it with me, as memory. Holy 
Week, even more than the rest of church year, is 
about remembering. This year, I'm not celebrat-
ing Holy Week at the Monastery; I'm celebrating 
it in memory. 
Palm Sunday 
The light inside is always brighter, bluer, on 
Palm Sunday. The chapel hums with people try-
ing to make it look like they're not jostling and 
pushing, even as they jostle and push for the best 
seats. Every year, this irks me, which I suppose is 
my own way of trying to pretend I don't feel the 
same impulse. 
A brother comes out, all crisp energy, to 
lead us in rehearsal of the key crowd moments: 
"Hosanna" and "Crucify him." One year, I heard 
him say in aside, "Good liturgy is good drama:' 
At the time, I stiffened a little at the comparison, 
for drama seemed to imply fiction, and surely 
liturgy wasn't solely a performance. Seven years 
later, I remember that the Passion Plays were 
the very first expression of Western theater, and 
who'd want to quibble with that? 
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Monday 
Is it terrible to feel put out, just a little, by 
Holy Week? I know it is, even as year-after-year 
I feel, when Palm Sunday rolls into Monday, just 
the littlest bit put out. 
I admit it: I dread the coming week. Even as 
the feeling comes I reproach myself for it, calling 
up the idea of future years (like this one) when 
I will not have a full week of rendingly beautiful 
liturgies to anticipate and love and, just a little, 
dread. All those hours, the late nights, emotional 
drain-didn't the prophets run away when God 
beckoned to them? 
Tuesday 
On Holy Tuesday, I act out. It happens every 
year. Some internal spring-wound tight from 
seeing all the serious faces around me, and per-
haps because showy seriousness bugs me, or 
perhaps because I feel that I should be feeling 
serious, or perhaps because I am myself begin-
ning to feel serious-pops. 
It's my first Holy Week, and tomorrow I will 
be starting a retreat at the Monastery that will 
last the remainder of the week. I'm standing with 
Br. Jonathan in the chapel after the Eucharist, 
cracking jokes about castration. How did we get 
on the subject? Something about Abelard. 
When Jonathan meets with me a few days 
later to discuss the details of my coming baptism 
during the Easter Vigil, I'll wonder if he recalls 
what I'd said. (It had made him blush.) "After 
you're baptized;' he tells me, "you'll be sur-
rounded by cherubim and seraphim, swinging 
censors and honoring you as the newest-born 
Christian, singing out: 'Make way for the image 
of God."' 
Three years later, another Holy Tuesday, I 
drop a reference to safe words at supper with the 
monks in the refectory. 
VVednesday:Tenebrae 
From an apartment seven floors above 
Broadway, where an incessant rattle of cabs 
and scream of sirens goes past, I navigate to the 
Monastery website and click on Selections from 
Tenebrae. It's the service of shadows, as one can-
dle after another is extinguished until one single 
wick burns in the chapel. Hearing that first breath 
before the first note is sung on the recording, I'm 
back in that space. Christ became obedient for our 
sake. In a long black line, the community files 
in, singing the plainsong chant I had forgotten I 
remembered until I heard it. Do I hear the proces-
sion or remember it? No, I hear it, a breathlessness 
in the voices (bodies in movement don't sound the 
same) . The brothers file past the row of chairs I'm 
seated in. Br. Timothy always makes eye contact, 
a hint of smile. No. I open my eyes-Timothy left 
the order last summer. The clock reads 11:17; the 
buses' airbrakes hiss; I'm back in New York. 
I close my eyes again. Just a blink, and two 
hundred twenty-five miles and seven years slip 
away, and it is again the first time I ever heard that 
chant from the Lamentations ofJeremiah, before I 
was married in this chapel, confirmed in this cha-
pel, baptized in this chapel, before I even knew the 
names of all the brothers who'll step forward one 
by one to sing the verses. Sitting on my bed in New 
York, I can pick each voice out on the recording. 
Jerusalem, 0 Jerusalem. The echo in the sound 
shapes the well-loved walls around me, and soon 
the other senses slip into play: A hint of dinner 
mingles with the afterglow of yesterday's incense, 
the wood against my back, the program in my 
hands, the faces of the brothers who have left the 
order-Charles, Jamie, Rufus, Bruce-Br. Paul, 
who died in May. 
Truly this is a service of shadows. 
Maundy Thursday 
A little after midnight, in that indetermi-
nate time between Wednesday and Maundy 
Thursday, our ceiling collapsed. For months, 
we'd ignored the growing greenish stain and 
occasional drip. Then, a little after midnight, 
the whole thing crashed down and our apart-
ment was a swamp of rain-water, thick slabs of 
rotting nineteenth-century plaster, horsehair 
glue, mold, and toxins. That year, I did not 
attend the Maundy Thursday Eucharist and 
Vigil, as I'd kept something of a vigil the night 
before. 
I always felt that I could miss this service, 
since Maundy Thursday seems extra, for good 
measure-until I skipped it. The genius of the 
Church has been to string the liturgies of the 
Triduum into one single mass that begins on 
Thursday and does not end until Sunday of the 
Resurrection. You may leave the '~"~-pel, go to 
work, do grocery shopping, but you're still tech-
nically in the middle of a liturgy, one that you'll 
pick up again on Friday night and which won't 
end until Sunday. This suspended liturgy makes 
temporary monastics of us all. 
Suspended animation: After the foot wash-
ing and Eucharist, the brothers move quietly 
about the chapel, dimming lights, stripping the 
altar, removing everything that is not nailed 
down-dressings and candles and icons and 
flowers and crosses-while we, hymning qui-
etly, follow the celebrants in procession to the 
side chapel. There, the chairs have made way 
for Persian rugs, pillows, and wooden prayer 
benches. Green plants, gathered from through-
out the Monastery, transform the space into an 
indoor Gethsemane. Thursday's liturgy never 
ends because it leaves us all in the garden where 
Jesus asked his disciples, Will none of you watch 
with me? The vigil lasts until morning. 
How long will I stay before I'm lured home 
to dinner and bed; before I have to pee; before 
I cannot make it through another hour of try-
ing to pray, trying to reckon with the doubts and 
theological dilemmas of the nights to follow? 
The first year, I think I lasted about three and a 
half hours. Every succeeding year, I stay a little 
bit less long. 
The "maundy" of Maundy Thursday means 
sorrowful. So my slow abdication makes me 
sorrowful. 
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Good Friday 
Great awkwardness can arise from even 
small breaks in practice, and Good Friday is all 
about a break in the practical, normal way of 
things. As the brothers enter the chapel, they 
turn by habit to bow to the altar, but then, seeing 
the blank wall and bare altar, they stop mid-bow. 
People coming in peck awkwardly in the altar's 
direction, not knowing what to do or not to do. 
Every year, I dip my finger into the empty font 
beside the door, forgetting that it will be empty. I 
always stop short. Uncrossed, I don't know what 
to do with my dry finger. 
Just a hand at my elbow, and it all 
became clear: Christ died alone-My 
God, my God, why have you forsaken 
me-so that none of us has to. 
The word awkward, at root, means "turned 
the wrong way; perverse; upside down." God 
goes to die, from death comes life: What could 
be more awkward? 
Last year, as I neared the gate to take part 
in the Veneration of the Cross (itself an exercise 
in awkwardness), I realized that I was the last 
person to approach. Everyone else in the chapel 
had gone, so there was no one left for me to pair 
up with. I'd never particularly liked going with 
a partner, since it brings up so many issues of 
timing and coordination when two people try to 
kneel, prostrate, and stand together, three times. 
Yet now the idea of going without a partner was 
terrible. 
"Last and alone;' I thought to myself, and 
instantly my face was wet with tears. I felt in 
a way that I'd never before in my life felt-I'd 
known intellectually, but never felt viscerally-
the isolation of every soul. Wedded, committed, 
loved by family, surrounded with friends, it 
doesn't matter. Each of us is ultimately single, 
solitary before God. We all go unaccompanied 
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to the grave. No, it's worse. By saying it that way, 
"we all go unaccompanied;' I obscured the point, 
masking that most solitary experience with the 
first person plural. Death is singular. Truer to 
say: I'll die alone. Desperation rising, my tears 
are threatening to become voluble; I clamp my 
hand over my mouth. 
And then I feel a hand on my elbow. I turn 
and see Alice, who was ushering in the side cha-
pel. She'd already taken her turn. Yet there she 
was beside me. She whispered: "Can I go with 
you?" Just a hand at my elbow, and it all became 
clear: Christ died alone-My God, my God, why 
have you forsaken me-so that none of us has to. 
Holy Saturday 
Joy comes early to the Monastery. After a 
week of complex liturgies, tears and tension, 
even fasting on Good Friday, suddenly on Holy 
Saturday, the mood breaks. Vestments and hab-
its give way to tee-shirts and shorts, as everyone 
bustles around: scrubbing, polishing, ironing, 
arranging flowers, filling the baptismal font, 
preparing the paschal fire (a bundle of quick-
lighting matches hides inside). Everything, 
animate and inanimate, seems to be humming. 
Even the sun seems to sigh at last, streaming 
in bright bars through the leaded glass windows 
in the refectory, where Br. Curtis offers a prayer to 
bless the hot-cross buns he's baked to serve with 
tea, a treat for when all the preparations finally 
are done. These are the first sweets served in 
the Monastery since Lent began. The buns' mild 
sweetness is a foretaste of tomorrow's feasting. 
White icing melts on the top of each bun in a 
sugary cross. Just yesterday, the cross was a sign 
of devastation; today we nibble treats decked 
with icing crosses. Already life is winning out 
over the grave. So the Psalmist's promise, the 
Easter promise is realized, a day early: You 
turned my wailing into dancing; you removed my 
sackcloth and clothed me with joy. 
The fire waits, unlit, in the guesthouse gar-
den. A tray of hand bells sit silent in the sacristy. 
Hundreds of blossoms are opening in the chapel 
(we'll smell them as soon as we step into the warm 
darkness at 4:00AM). And there, rising above the 
checkered marble floor, big-bellied, turquoise 
blue, the baptismal font. Soon the water's surface 
will be flecked with drops of anointing oil, each 
bead a pool of that impossibly sweet fragrance-
heaven and honey and the garlands of flowers 
held by the ascending saints in Fra Angelico's 
glimpse of the Judgment. Throughout the whole 
of Eastertide, I'll try to pierce a bead with my 
finger when I dip into the font to cross myself. I 
hadn't known, the first year, the year I was bap-
tized, that after the water Br. Curtis would anoint 
me with three crosses. One on my forehead. You 
are sealed by the Holy Spirit. And one on each 
cheek. And marked as Christ's own forever. For 
days afterward, the fragrance clung about my 
temples. I'd turn my head and catch it in the air 
just next to me. It lingers still. t 
Kristin LeMay teaches writing at Ohio 
University. Her writing has appeared in 
TriOuarter/y, Harvard Theological Review, 
Alimentum, and other magazines. Her 
book, Because She Cannot Pray: Finding 
God with Emily Dickinson, is forthcoming 
from Paraclete Press. 
WATER CALL 
The hearts of my village are buried inside 
this dirt. We call out to the sky to raise them up 
in maize or cassava, to fill buckets 
we set out each night in case God acknowledges 
us in patter upon canvas, the warm 
stretching of an arm into the damp night. 
The cattle call, the cock cries, and still 
we wait. Dirt on our children's eyelashes 
they call fairy dust. The rest of us 
hardly speak, our voices shucked 
from the meat that lent its shape. 
At night I stand alone in the dirt 
to feel blood beat inside my feet. 
I beg God to turn blood into water 
so I might pour my daughter a cup 
as cold as the tubers inside the dark 
earth who merely swallow their sugars 
and wait. 
~ l 








Charles Taliaferro and Eric Erfanian 
"WISDOM" IS A TERM THAT IS DOING A 
great deal of work on our campus 
recently. The Department ofPhilosophy 
at St. Olaf College recently debated for an hour 
whether we could get away with claiming that the 
chief goal of our department is the cultivation of 
the love of wisdom. Wisdom cannot mean simply 
reflection, because (presumably) it is always good 
to be wise, but not always good to reflect. If our 
building is engulfed in flames, it would not be wise 
to spend time reflecting on the nature of fire. It is 
also not plausible to think that wisdom is humil-
ity because one can be quite humble and not at all 
wise. One might be very humble and yet utterly 
muddled about the meaning and consequences of 
one's action and so on. And merely knowing how 
to live life well cannot be the whole of wisdom, for 
one might know how to live well but not even try 
to do so. 
The prestigious Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy characterizes a wise person as someone 
who has extensive factual and theoretical knowl-
edge, knows how to live well and is good at such 
living, and has very few unjustified beliefs. We 
might question what kind of factual and theo-
retical knowledge is involved, but for present 
purposes, we will assume that this definition is 
right (and perhaps it is good that a definition has 
some vagueness) and simply try to be helpful in 
highlighting one aspect of the love of wisdom and 
higher education: the cultivation of a wise philoso-
phy of time. 
Let's start with a philosophy class and then 
branch out. We believe that a significant lesson 
for the student to learn, and for the professor to 
learn or re-learn, is what subjects and arguments 
are worthy of their time. Any given investigation 
will have to involve decisions on when to linger 
on counterarguments and objections. When is 
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it safe to move on in a debate about a particular 
virtue or a problem in the theory of knowledge 
or an account of whether the scientific method 
is the most reliable means for settling questions 
about the nature of reality? We suggest that one 
of the most important results of a good education 
is developing a talent or art of recognizing when 
you or others are in danger of ignoring or denying 
some evidence because it conflicts with your pre-
determined ideas. So much of philosophy involves 
identifying when an argument simply misses the 
point (ignoratio elenchi or, in less pedantic lan-
guage, when you have a red herring), and when 
a wise inquirer should sit up and take notice of a 
compelling line of reasoning. Being able to weigh 
arguments takes time, and one of the things a pro-
fessor can do is to put on display the claim at hand 
and do a little heavy-lifting himself. That is, there is 
great virtue in a professor actually thinking, rather 
than merely acting out or repeating what has been 
worked out in the office, with her or his students 
and vice versa. This way, one may actually observe 
the difference between authentic, measured reflec-
tion and the converse. 
In the classroom, we lead by example, and 
send clues to students as to how they should cul-
tivate a wise philosophy of time. Some of them 
may be obvious, like a warning when the allotted 
time for an exam is about to expire. But some of 
them are more subtle; we must be careful to dis-
tinguish between a rushed approach to a problem 
and the brevity of deep wisdom. When rushed, we 
risk students thinking it is permissible to deal with 
caricatures of positions (so-called straw-men or an 
Aunt Sally). If students were to reject the brief yet 
wise words of Epictetus, who reduced his whole 
philosophy to two words ("Sustain, abstain!") 
in the same way, they might miss out on a very 
important lesson. 
At the heart of cultivating a wise philosophy 
of time lies the ability to distinguish between sym-
bols of wealth and wealth itself. As the philosopher 
Alan Watts points out, we are in no short supply 
of seconds, minutes, days, or millennia-after all 
they are merely a method of measurement held in 
common by all civilized societies. They have the 
same kind of reality (or unreality) as the imagi-
nary lines of latitude and longitude, but the things 
they represent-the moments spent with loved 
ones or students in the classroom, or the bound-
aries of a beautiful land with abundant natural 
resources-are in limited supply and of real value. 
By recognizing this fact, we can avoid what we like 
to call "chronic disappointment:' That is to say, 
by expecting only as much as our wealth at hand 
can provide, we avoid over-devoting our time to 
symbol-manipulation, for example by re-arranging 
all the emails in our inbox, and can focus our real, 
limited amount of time on building relationships 
with our students and colleagues instead. And this 
is a lesson not easily learned; with constant pulls for 
our attention it is often difficult to focus on what 
should be focused on, and what should be let go. 
Perhaps teaching the proper use of time and 
attention is more easily appreciated in a philosophy 
course rather than history or mathematics, because 
(according to some) its results are less definitive. 
For example, a course in philosophy might seek 
to answer the question of when one moment ends 
and another begins. But then again, all the other 
disciplines are built on what might be considered 
a philosophy of history, philosophy of science, phi-
losophy of mathematics, and so on. For example, 
when does one number end and another begin? 
So, in each discipline there are moments to seek to 
cultivate a wise lingering over the arguments and 
frameworks that define the different branches of 
higher education. Neither of us have a great deal of 
tolerance for silence in the classroom, but one of our 
colleagues is brilliant at using silence to highlight 
the significance of a question and the importance 
of students thinking it through for themselves. As 
a result, Jim Ferrell of our History Department 
is able to ask a question to some twenty students 
and then wait for up to twenty minutes if neces-
sary for a reply. Maybe with enough blood pressure 
medicine, it would be possible to emulate him, but 
we admire this practice of wisely using time-and 
silence-in higher education. 
We have not tried to lay all the cards on the 
table. We have only tried to unpack a tiny bit of 
what might be involved in the role of wisdom in 
higher education. Now, this is not what might be 
called "time management" in the market place-
though that topic and practice is interesting, 
practically and philosophically. In his massive 
2007 book, A Secular Age, Charles Taylor has done 
an important study on how our view of time in 
the West has shifted from the sacred in the medi-
How we treat each other in the 
classroom itself involves important 
lessons about values, what to 
linger on, and what to pass over. 
eval era to the secular in modernity, and much of 
this shift does involve pressure from economic 
forces. We are suggesting that how we treat each 
other in the classroom itself involves important 
lessons about values, what to linger on, and what 
to pass over. Lest this be too abstract still, we point 
to one concrete result of trying to use time wisely 
in the classroom: this article. One of the results of 
seeking to linger wisely together, as professor and 
student, over the ideas at hand is the opportunity 
for collaboration. That is, in fact, what you are 
reading, a co-authored contribution of a professor 
and student thinking, as best we can in the time 
we have, about how to use time wisely in higher 
education. f 
Charles Taliaferro, professor of philosophy at 
St. Olaf College, is the author, co-author, or 
editor of seventeen books, but also of seven 
articles or chapters co-authored with stu-
dents. Eric Erfanian is a senior, philosophy and 
ancient studies major at St. Olaf College. 
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Maundy Thursday 
The Reverend Thomas C. Willadsen 
I HAD TO FINISH MY EASTER SERMON, AND divide up the parts for the Maundy Thursday service today. A busy day, so I thought I'd get 
my hospital visit done first thing. Elsie was the 
only person in the hospital. I drove across town 
and found her in her room about 9:00 AM. She 
had her feet on a chair, her legs bare from the 
knee down. I'd heard she'd been hospitalized with 
an infection in her foot, but it turns out it was a 
blood clot The first thing she told me was that it 
had never hurt, but it had been beet red for several 
days before she went to the doctor, who put her in 
the hospital immediately. 
Elsie is past ninety. She grew up in north-
ern Wisconsin, a first generation American. She 
spoke Czech until she entered grade school. Every 
now and then the Czech comes through, like 
when she told me her foot had been "bee tread:' 
Elsie's daughter Renee was up from Madison, just 
making sure things were not more serious than 
Elsie let on. 
I spotted her bare feet on the chair and 
said, "Elsie, this is your lucky day! It's Maundy 
Thursday, the day we remember Jesus washing 
the feet of his disciples. I'll get a basin and wash 
your feet:' Actually, Renee was getting ready to 
put some lotion on her feet, so Elsie decided I 
could do that instead. "Pull that chair over;' she 
instructed. 
"Girl, it's Maundy Thursday! I'm gonna 
kneel!" 
Renee found lotion, but not the kind the 
doctor left. I rubbed the lotion on Elsie's affected 
foot first. There was a blue line indicating the 
extent of the swelling when she first saw the doc-
tor and an "x" which confirmed that it was her 
left foot that had the clot. There was a dash, writ-
ten with the same ink on her right foot By the 
time I finished her left foot, Renee had found the 
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other lotion for the right foot I said, "Elsie, we're 
doing an experiment In a few hours you can tell 
Renee which lotion you prefer." I was amazed 
that she was not the least bit ticklish. There was 
so much lotion, especially on her second foot, 
that I smeared it up all the way to her knee. Then 
I rolled up my sleeves and spread it on my arms 
up to the elbow. 
When I was done I asked, "Well, Elsie, what 
did that feel like?" 
"It felt like my pastor put lotion on my feet:' 
"Elsie, I can't preach that! Can't you do bet-
ter than that for me? I need something to say 
tonight!" 
Later in the day, I realized that Elsie had said 
a lot in those ten words. Elsie told me that she 
could receive a gift of kindness. Elsie told me 
that she trusted me. Elsie has spent her life giv-
ing: to her family-she raised four kids; to her 
nation-she served as a Marine during WWII; 
to her community-she always takes part in the 
Memorial Day Procession from downtown to the 
cemetery; to her church-she has held nearly 
every office and assisted with every committee 
in the six decades she has been a member of her 
congregation. She has the wisdom and balance 
to know that living is give and take, helping and 
receiving help. She was not embarrassed one lit-
tle bit when I knelt at her feet . She did not need 
to make a joke, nor protest that such an act was 
beneath her pastor. She knew it was not 
Jesus knelt at the feet of his disciples to wash 
their feet, to teach them what he called, "a new 
commandment, that you love one another. Just 
as I have loved you, you also should love one 
another:' At first, Peter did not get it Peter said, 
"You will never wash my feet:' 
Jesus replied, "Unless I wash you, you have 
no share with me:' 
On second thought, Peter wanted Jesus to 
scrub him from head-to-toe. I think of Peter as 
Jesus' bipolar disciple. 
Starting my day putting lotion on Elsie's feet 
gave me a new insight into the new command-
ment. I had always thought that love cannot be 
commanded, and I still believe that. But I also see 
that loving service is not degrading. I love Elsie. 
It was a joy-filling thing for me to offer her some 
kindness. And her gracious, casual acceptance of 
my gift of love was her gift to me. 
down enough to feel love, that they experience a 
loving touch from their teacher. Only then will 
they be able to share love, and thus fulfill this 
commandment. 
Love cannot be imposed or commanded. It 
can only be offered and accepted. Or rejected. 
Elsie accepted my love, and I can hardly 
think of a moreloving thing one follower ofJesus 
can do for another. ;-
Maybe Jestis' command was not so much that 
the disciples love one another, but that they sit 
still long enough to accept love. That they slow 
Thomas C. Willadsen is .pastor of First 
Presbyterian Church in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 
SIGHTSEEING IN NANTES 
The scaffold's up 
For the cathedral -
This time restoration, 
Of the building anyway. 
Block by block 
Fresh stonework quarried from 
The bones of France 
Has more than half replaced 
These stained and wearied pieces. 
The new-cut stuff is sharp, 
But lacking certain details. 
Here, in these crumbling interstices -
Moldering saints almost erased 
By centuries of hostile weather; 
All the new stuff, blank. 
So were fresh saints too costly, 
Or passed over as 
Unnecessary? 
Charles Strietelmeier 
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Mark A. Noll's 
Jesus Christ and the Life of the Mind 
MARK NoLL, FRANCIS A. McANANEY Professor of History at the University of Notre Dame, is a prolific author on 
the history of North American Christianity. In 
1994, he published The Scandal of the Evangelical 
Mind, critiquing the sometimes shallow schol-
arship and intellectual life of Evangelicals. In 





ship as a way 
forward from 
the scandal he 
lamented earlier. 
The book con-
tends that "coming 
to know Christ 
provides the most 
basic possible 
motive for pursu-
ing the tasks of 
human learning" 
(ix-x). The first 
chapter sketches the main biblical assertions 
about the person and work of Christ as they 
came to focus in the early creeds of the church, 
the Apostles' and Nicene. Subsequent chapters 
begin by selecting key phrases from those creeds, 
as well as from the Chalcedonian Creed, as they 
provide starting and governing points for the life 
of the mind. The second and third chapters cata-
log christological encouragements to study and 
suggest "how the Christology of the classic creeds 
might guide scholarship" (xi). The fourth chapter 
shows how Christ's substitutionary atonement 
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offers pointers for scholarship-in-general, and 
the final three chapters are discipline-specific, on 
history, science, and biblical studies. 
Noll's use of the early creeds offers three 
advantages: they focus on the centrality of Christ 
and the Trinity; they are widely accepted by all 
branches of Christianity; and their liturgical 
use grounds the life of the mind in the gathered 
JESUS CHRIST AND THE 
LIFE OF THE MIND 
Mark A. Noll 
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assembly of believ-
ers. "The person 
of Christ and the 
work of Christ 
must, however, 
be considered in 
the fullness of 
Christian faith. The 
Trinity-Father, 
Son, and Spirit in 
the unity of the 
Godhead-pro-
vides the essential, 
if also deeply 
mysterious, start-
ing point" (ix). This 
focus on Christ 
and the Trinity turns out to be a rich, nuanced 
foundation for thinking. The ecumenical reach of 
this project is enhanced by using classical creeds 
instead of more recent "statements of faith" that 
are characteristic of the evangelical movement. 
Although there are rumblings of discontent with 
the early creeds among progressive and revi-
sionary Christians, for the most part they are 
accepted and widely used to define what is meant 
by Christian. And, their use in the standard lit-
urgies of Orthodox, Catholic, and Protestant 
bodies places these formulations in settings 
where Christian character and thinking are being 
formed by the means of grace: the Word, sacra-
ments, and prayer. 
In chapter three, "Jesus Christ: Guidance for 
Serious Learning;' Noll develops guidelines, to 
flesh out the implications of the Christology of 
John 1, Colossians 1, Hebrews 1, and the major 
creeds for Christians who pursue an academic 
vocation. The lordship of Christ over all things 
leads to four expectations that inform intel-
lectual life: duality or doubleness, contingency, 
particularity, and self-denial. All this shows that 
Christian intellectual life "can arise as a natural 
extension of Christian belief" ( 45). 
Duality or doubleness: Noll writes that the 
Chalcedonian Definition-the two natures of 
Christ "undergo no confusion, no change, no 
division, no separation" -leads to the expectation 
that Christian scholars "should be predisposed to 
seek knowledge about particular matters from 
more than one angle:' He also sees this double-
ness in Acts 2:23, Nehemiah 2:8, and Psalm 
77:19, where biblical authors recognize "multiple 
legitimate skeins of cause and effect to explain 
single human actions" (46). In successive para-
graphs, he discusses affirmations of doubleness 
in the writings of Anselm, B. B. Warfield, Gabriel 
Fackre, and Robert Palma. 
Contingency: Things happen, not because 
they have to, but because it worked out that way. 
"Contingency means that if we want to find out 
about the workings of nature, the reasons why 
historical events took place.. . or the motives 
behind human actions in the present or in the 
past, we ... must seek out as much evidence as 
possible" (50). In support of this, Noll writes that 
the message of the apostles was based on their 
experience of the resurrection, not on the neces-
sary truths of reason. "To all forms of unbelief, 
however, the response is the same: come and see" 
(52). Empirical reasoning allows for an escape 
from pure constructionism or deductive dogma-
tism; not reasoning downward from what one 
knows the Bible must be, but reasoning upward 
as one actually reads it (53). Contingency coun-
ters "the tendency of academics to trust their 
own conclusions instead of letting their ideas be 
challenged by contact with the world" (55). 
Particularity: In the tension between 
modernity and postmodernity, the incarnation 
establishes the universality of truth and affirms 
the perspectival character of truth, holding 
"together concrete absolutism and nearly infinite 
flexibility" (58). "Because God revealed himself 
most clearly in a particular set of circumstances 
and at a particular time and place, every other 
particular set of cultural circumstances takes 
The lordship of Christ over all 
things leads to four expectations 
that inform intellectual life: duality 
or doubleness, contingency, 
particularity, and self-denial. 
on a fresh potential importance" (55). Noll cites 
several incidents in Acts-linguistic diversity at 
Pentecost, the acceptance of cultural diversity at 
Cornelius's home, Paul's comment about God's 
making the nations from one man and setting 
their times and places (Acts 17)-to support this 
principle. He concludes, "The universal meaning 
of the incarnation both relativizes and dignifies 
all other cultural situations" (57). As a liturgical 
theologian, I particularly appreciate the impli-
cations for the contextualization of liturgy, with 
"nearly infinite flexibility" in practicing the clas-
sical, universal ordo. 
Self-denial: A five-year-old daughter of two 
friends has been learning about worship and, 
as her father told me, "is just aware enough to 
be liturgically intolerant:' The life of the mind 
is similarly strewn with temptations to hubris. 
"Before the mysteries of the incarnation, intel-
lectuals who realize how much their own work 
depends on Christ's work simply accept that all 
intellectual endeavors are limited.... [T] o grasp 
that scholars are justified by faith and not by 
their scholarship can also have a tremendously 
liberating consequence for learning itself" ( 61-
62). Similarly, membership in the body of Christ 
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where all are called to equally important service 
helps the intellectual to maintain the proper 
humility. In my experience, coffee conversations 
with techies, musicians, secretaries, and social 
workers-or Bible studies with the same mix-
help one to respect the varied gifts of the body of 
Christ (1 Corinthians 12:12-31). 
In the final chapters, Noll explores how an 
evangelical understanding of Christ's saving 
work provides a canopy for the study of history, 
science, and the Bible. For Noll's own discipline, 
the creeds' summary of the history of redemp-
tion gives him a place to stand as he considers the 
nature of historical knowledge (neither postivis-
tic modernism nor relativistic postmodernism) 
and the doctrine of providence applied to his-
torical writing. "The same creedal Christianity 
that banishes historical skepticism also admin-
isters a powerful check to blithe overconfidence 
about the reach of historical knowledge" (82). 
Historical research can discover truth, but the 
writing always reflects local circumstances; only 
God knows it all. Although God's providence 
guides all events, our ability to understand the 
means by which God rules is limited both by our 
finiteness and our flaws. 
For science, Noll provides a survey of the 
religion-science engagement since the sixteenth 
century, showing that on both sides there are 
deeply entrenched convictions, attitudes, and 
assumptions. To move beyond the impasse, he 
offers a case study from the writings of Princeton 
theologian B. B. Warfield (110-16). During the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
Warfield engaged the thinking of Darwin, dis tin-
guishing between Darwinism as a cosmological 
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theory and evolution as a series of explanations 
about natural development, denying the former 
and accepting the probability of the latter. 
For biblical studies, Noll notes two brief but 
crucial phrases in the creeds: "in accordance 
with the Scriptures" (Nicea) and "as the proph-
ets taught" (Chalcedon). The Bible's primary 
function is to tell the story of the "kingdom 
inaugurated in, by, with, and under Jesus Christ" 
(126) . His case study here is Peter Enns's chris-
totelic hermeneutic and Enns's use of Warfield's 
analogy between the incarnation of Christ 
(Chalcedon again) and Scripture's full humanity 
and divinity (132-145). Noll's treatment ofEnns's 
proposals (Enns, Incarnation and Inspiration, 
2005) is calm, thoughtful, and nuanced. Noll 
concludes, "Stressing the capacity of revelation 
to unite humanity and divinity in perfect inte-
gration puts believing scholars on the path to 
intellectual insight" ( 145). 
In a postscript, Noll asks, "how fares the 
'Evangelical Mind'?" He is now "more hopeful 
than despairing, more attuned to possibilities than 
to problems" (153). He goes on to note ten hopeful 
signs: in evangelical colleges, in pluralistic uni-
versities, in seminaries, in cooperation between 
evangelical and Roman Catholic scholars, in phil-
anthropic support, in the renaissance of Christian 
philosophy, in the sciences, in publishing, in 
contacts with the Two-Thirds world, and in the 
impact of Evangelicals on the broader academy. 
All in all, this is a most satisfying book, the fruit 
of years of careful scholarship and following Noll's 
own principles. This is the kind of book where the 
reader can agree or disagree without feeling he or 
she is in an unpleasant argument. 't 
the attic 
The Christian As Public Servant 
First published Apri/1981 
John Strietelmeier 
FOR THIRTY-FOUR YEARS, TO MY CERTAIN knowledge, some of us at Valparaiso University have been preoccupied with 
the idea of what a Christian should look like as 
a public servant. We have asked many questions. 
Would he or she be generally liberal or gener-
ally conservative in outlook? Would he or she be 
guided by a morality noticeably different from 
that of his or her colleagues in government? Is 
there a specifically Christian style in public life? 
Does the Faith itself offer insights to Christian 
public servants which are not available to non-
Christians? 
When we first started asking these ques-
tions, a young Lutheran medical doctor was 
beginning to dabble in politics in a small town 
just fifty miles from our campus. He started out 
as county coroner, then moved up to the state 
House of Representatives, of which he subse-
quently served for several terms as Speaker. In 
1973, he became Governor. Last January this 
once-young physician, Otis R. Bowen, MD, left 
office after what may well be the most distin-
guished governorship in the history of the State 
of Indiana. 
Distinguished in many ways, Doc Bowen 
dominated Indiana politics more completely, and 
for a much longer time, than any of his predeces-
sors. He was unbeatable not only in his own races 
for public office, but also in those off-years when 
candidates for other offices made sure that vot-
ers were aware that they were "Doc's Boys." In the 
state legislature, the Governor got pretty much 
what he wanted because it was pretty well under-
stood that the voice of the Governor was the 
voice of the people. And in the executive branch, 
it was generally understood that you had to be 
as clean as the proverbial hound's tooth or you 
would have the Governor himself to answer to. 
Why do I, a lapsed Republican turned lib-
eral Democrat, consider Governor Bowen not 
only a great public servant but a kind of para-
digm of the Christian in public office? 
I suppose that it is because he has come as 
close as anyone I know to answering in his public 
career the questions we have been asking for so 
many years here on campus about the Christian 
in public life. Not that he would feel comfortable 
being labeled a paradigm. But he has helped me, 
at least, to understand that paradigms that have 
any understandable meaning for real-life human 
beings are created not in intellectual exercises 
but in the cauldron of day-to-day involvement 
in real-life situations. 
I certainly have no intention of dispar-
aging the intellect. But the intellect is only 
one of many tools that we have been given to 
apprehend reality and to project beyond real-
ity some kind of ideal or model or paradigm. 
It is one of the weaknesses of the intellect that 
it can and often does project beyond reality an 
ideal or model which, while imaginable, is not 
really possible in the real world of fallen human 
beings. 
A life well lived, by contrast, sets before us 
a high, but attainable, model. It does not set 
before us the impossible challenge to be what 
man does not have it in him to be, but the 
manageable challenge to be all that we can be-
marred as that will necessarily be by the defects 
of our humanness. 
So, in these terms, what did Governor 
Bowen tell us about the Christian in public life? 
He did not flaunt his piety, real though 
it was. He was not much given to what Vie 
Hoffmann used to call "Jesus talk:' He did not 
claim for his generally conservative views any 
Divine endorsement. There was, in other words, 
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nothing on the surface to distinguish him from 
any Jew or Buddhist of noble disposition and 
absolute integrity. 
And yet the light shone through-in his 
bearing, in his speech, in his conduct of the gov-
ernment. I have seen that light in other great 
Christian public servants-in Mark Hatfield and 
Albert Quie and Paul Simon, to name only three. 
And it is as unmistakable as the voice of God. 
What is it? I don't know that I can capture it 
in words, but I apprehend it as a strange mixture 
of humility and self-confidence. The humility of 
St. Francis: "What a man is in the sight of God, 
that he is and no more." The self-confidence of 
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0. P. Kretzmann: "What a man is in the sight of 
God, that he is and no less." The best word that I 
can find for it is integrity-a wholeness result-
ing, if one is a Christian, in an entire focus on 
one's responsibility to carry out that ministry of 
reconciliation, of healing, which follows from the 
redemptive work of Christ. 
To err on the side of self-confidence is to fall 
into the obnoxious priggishness of the Moral 
Majority. To err on the side of a false humility is 
to reduce one's self to the status of just another 
real nice guy. Somewhere, in the strait and nar-
row space between these two models, lies the 
paradigm we have been looking for. 1j} 
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